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A BST RACT 
In an empirical study, visual breakpoints were created from a motion video presentation. These 
were then used, along with the original motion video presentation , in a memory test experiment 
testing for recall of abstract information contained in the presentation narrati ve. Twenty subjects, 
undergraduate psychology students, marked the breakpoints. Next, thirteen subjects viewed a the 
presentation which contained only the still breakpoint frames. Fourteen students viewed the original, 
motion video presentation. Each group was given a recall test on the facts in the presentation 
narrative immediately after exposure and 48 hours later. TI1e breakpoints were graphed and analyzed 
for characteristics relevant to the visual media's tradition of the decisive moment. In addition, it was 
proposed four types of breakpoints could be identified. The memory test yielded no significant 
results. T11e hypothesis, that breakpoint subjects would perfonn better than motion subjects in a 
memory test remains unsupported. 
vi 
LITERATURE SEARCH 
In journali sm and mass communications, agenda setting, the ability of the media to place a topic 
into the popular conversation of the people. is an acknowledged phenomenum . The exact workings 
of agenda setting are still being resear ched, but the role of the image in the process has been noted by 
many. 1n the media , the most informati ve photograph, the one considered as contributing 
significantly to the agenda setting process , is referred to as the "dec isive moment. " 
Cogniti ve psychologists also have noted the power of the concrete or the visual when compared 
to the abstract or semantic, particularl y when encodin g and recallin g memory in paired associates 
expe riment s. Further researc h indicates there are breakpoint s, points of action within a continuing 
eve nt , which are more meanin gful than other point s wihin the action. 
It is possible that what journali sts have observed on tbe job , agenda setting and the decisive 
mom ent, and what cognitive psycholo gists have observed in the lab. paired associates and 
breakpoints, are very closely linked. 
A Belief in the Power of ima ges 
The job of a journali st is to create pictures of the world in reader s' heads, wrote Lippman in his 
1922 book. Public Opinion (Defluer & Ball-Rokeach, 1989). If the journali st is success ful, the 
reader will be properly informed . Today , those pictures are not verbal description s in print or voice , 
but , more often than not , rea l-time images of life and death situations delivered by television . 
However, the med ium that can deli ver hundr eds of images per newscast, only deli vers the equivalent 
of two column s of newspaper text durin g that same time period (Mankiewic z and Swerdlow 1979, 
97). Whether the y are of equi valent value or not, pictures made in the camera now take the place of 
thousands of words. 
Lippman wrote that the images crea ted by journalists could change the course of histor y. 
Meyrowitz ( 1985) writes that the British and Ameri can militari es still believe that. They did not 
pennit full coverage of the Falklands and Grenada conflicts because they did not wish their verbal 
descriptions of these "rescue missions" to conflict with any images which might appear . He said thfa 
was tJ1e legacy of Vietnam . 
The televis ing of the Vietnam War may have been a double blow to the support for the war as it 
was being conducted . First, telev ision gave Ameri cans an unprecedented intimate view of the 
"enemy." In radio and news paper stories, the words "enemy" and "friend," or "communist" and 
"freedom fighter" are quite distinct. But on television. our friend s and our enemies in Vieh1am 
looked very much alike. Thi s made it quite difficult to maintain a traditional "them versus us" 
attitude .. 
Second, te levision revea led a back region view of our army and of warfare in general. The 
disorganized and bloody view of fighting may have been even more damaging to the war effort. 
The fighting pictured on television seemed very different from a war fought the way John 
Wayne would have fought it. The you-are-a-soldier view offered by television cameras gave 
little sense of overall action or movement. There were no clear "fronts," no feelings of 
"advance." Instead of verbal abstractions such as "fierce battle" or "victory" or "fighting for 
democracy" (once offered by newspapers and radio), there were concrete images ofwOlrnded 
soldiers and civilians, screaming children, defoliated jungles, and scared refugees. (Meyrowitz 
1985, 136) 
In 1950, 9% of American households owned a television. In 1960, 87 % of homes had TV 
(Cook, Gomery & Lichty 1989, 165). Meyrowitz suggests there is a link between the course of 
American history and the rise of television. He notes the civil rights movement ceased to be a local 
southern issue as images of the affluent life depicted on the sitcoms flowed nightly into more than 
half of America's homes. These were soon followed by images of abusive southern governments 
assaulting peacefu l marchers. More importantl y, TV broadcast easy to understand images, images 
that. unlike print, require no learned skills with which to translate the infonnation in them . These 
were images which showed the conflict of appearances between public (front stage) and private 
(backstage) behavior-- images even a child could understand. 
Exactly which age cohort should be considered the "first TV children" is not clear. But one 
reasonable suggestion is the first age group that bad televisions in at least half of its households 
before entering school and being introduced to literacy and print--in other words, the age group 
that was 4 years old in 1953 (the year that households with children under 5 passed the 50% 
te levisio n saturation mark). The members of this group were 18 in 1967, the approximate time 
that the "integratio n movement ," with its exclusive concern with civil rights, yielded to the 
"youth movement," with its wider protests against the war and it's general rejection of the 
traditional American way of life.. In any case, there is a striking correlation between the 
coming of age of these "television children" and the heating up of social conflicts in the mid- to 
late !960s. (Meyrowitz 1985, 137n) 
Agenda Setting: Measuring the Power of the Press 
Meyrowitz's suggestio n that the social consciousness of the sixties was a "mediated 
consciousness" puts him in league with many, including Lippman, who believe that the media's 
images have power to set social beliefs. The belief in the power of the press is an extension of World 
War I propaganda techniques. Well into the next war, World War II, the idea of the "magic bullet" 
or "injection" theories drove researchers such as Harold D. Lasswell to write his Propaganda 
Techniques in World War. Early theories were firmly based on the idea that for every 
communication stimulus, there was an audience response. Later research in the 1950s concluded 
media effects were actua11y quite limited as it was difficult to prove that people immediate ly acted 
upon such messages. 
However, conventional wisdom rej ected the idea !hat media messages and media itself had 
virtually no effec t. It was not the immediate effect that counted, it was the long term accum ulation 
of messages that mattered . Seemingly blind to the rise of television, Cohen observed of the printed 
press: 
(The press) may not be success ful much of the time in telling people what to think, but it is 
stunningly successful in telling people what to think about.. .. The world will look different to 
different people, depending ... on the map that is drawn for them by writers, editors, and 
publishers of the papers they read. (Cohen 1963, 27) 
McCombs and Sbaw made the first major study to validate Cohen's observation of the concept 
of "Agenda Setting." They studied the 1968 presidential election in North Carolina. Content 
analys is was used to examine how television, newspapers and news magazines presented political 
issues. Attitudinal research was conducted among voters asking them to rate the level of importance 
of the political issues. There was a direct correlation between press coverage of an issue and the 
level of importan ce that issue had among voters. They repeated and expanded the research in the 
1972 election with even stronger results. 
ll1ere appear to be three major factors in agenda-setti ng: ( 1) repetit ion in report ing an issue; (2) 
visualization of an issue through a major event; or (3) adoption of an issue by the two major agenda-
setting organizations in the United States--the White House and the ~ YQrk ~. 
ln 1983 and 1984, Michael B. Salwen conducted a simultaneous content analysis of local press 
coverage and a random telephone survey of the public to measure the effect ofaccumuJat ion of news 
coverage on an issue. Previous studies had measured the effect of intense press coverage of an issue 
already on the public agenda . Sal wen wanted to know whether a minor issue, if the press reported on 
it long enough , would become part of the public agenda . In addition, is there a predictable period of 
time for the accwnulated news coverage to raise the issue to salience. 
Salwen (1968) based his hypothesis upon the report of Zajonc (Zajon c 1968). Zajon c suggests 
that if subjects are exposed to a neutral object for some duration of time, merely thinking about the 
object can lead to a positive disposition toward it. 
To try and eliminate personal or interpersonal communication as a factor in an issue fom,ing the 
public agenda , Sal wen avoided obtrusive issues--things that occurred within the person's life or the 
life of his or her acquaintances. Crime and health are examples of obtrus ive issues. He selected the 
debate over the global environment as an issue people would a lmost never deal with in their daily 
lives. Then he measured how often subtopics of this unobtrnsive issue were reponed in the press and 
if and/or when they showed up as issues of concern to people answering his telephone survey. 
His results showed the first evidence of public adoption ofa media agenda occurs in five to 
seven weeks. The salience of the issue peaks in e ight to 10 weeks . However, even if the press 
coverage tapers off or ceases , the issue remains high in the public's mind for several more weeks, 
taperin g off graduall y for up to 2 1 weeks, at which point , salience rises brien y, then disappear s 
below the public agenda thresh hold . 
Yagade and Dozier performed content analysis of I..i..m.e. Magazine's coverage of two "concrete" 
issues (drug abuse and energy) and two "abstract" issues (nuclear anns and the federal budget deficit) 
(Yagade and Dozier 1990). They compared coverage to the public's response to the Gallup Poll's 
long-term, continuing question , "What do you think is the most important problem facing this 
country today?" 
The research actually consisted of two separate studies. Ln the first, people answered a seven-
point Likert scale questionnaire which resulted in a "visual scale" . To questions, such as, "Regarding 
this issue, I can easily visualize the events happenin g," responses ranged from "Does not describe 
my feelings" to "Describes my feelings well." 
Once an issue was established to be concrete or abstract, the position of that issue among the 
Gallup Poll's "most important " problems was considered relative to the amount of magazine 
coverage. The results were: 
TI1e nuclear arms issue showed no agenda-setting effect.. .. On the other hand, the energy issue 
did show an agenda-setting effect.. .. The hypothesis was confinned . An abstract issue did not 
show a media agenda-setting effect, while a concrete issue showed increased salience among the 
public following extensive media coverage of that issue. (Yagade and Dozier 1990, 9) 
Yagade and Dozier conclude that: 
A threshold point may exist where an issue is just too abstract to be changed on the public 
agenda by media coverage because (a) the issue is too difficult to visualize , and (b) the 
infonnation is too complex, requiring much cognitive work to process .... Issue abstraction is 
partly a product of how an issue is framed in media content ( Yagade & Dozier 1990, I 0). 
Yagade and Dozier in their 1990 study of agenda-setting found that it is eas ier for the media to 
set the public agenda when the issues can be visualized as being concrete--seen as real things. They 
also discovered, contrary to their hypothesis, that the more a person knows about an issue--the more 
rea l a subject is to them--the more influenced they are by the media agenda. Sal wen may not have 
needed to select an unobtrusive media agenda issue in order to test his "effects of exposure" study. 
However, accumulated exposure to the media agenda does serve to make something more real in 
the mind of the public--up to a point. Ultimately, the issue has to be linked with an image . Yagade 
and Dozier write: 
Individuals find it difficult to attach salience to something they don't comprehend .... A concrete 
issue is linked to a specific event or a small set of events .... Events are occurrences or 
components ofan issue. (Yagade and Dozier 1990, 5) 
In 01her words, 1he mass communicator should spend more lime "drawing a picture" if they wish 
their issue to achieve salience. 
People can visualize those issues with which they are personally involved. It is much harder for 
. them to see scientific or technological issues. Rogers and Chang wanted to know if "real life 
indicators " are important to agenda-setting. That is, how many people have to die of AIDS, for 
exa mple, before the issue becomes important? 
Their method was very simple . They counted the number of news stories in the indexes of the 
three newspapers and the Vanderbilt Television News Archive Index. Then they counted the bodies 
or other physical evidence connected with an issue to see if there was a correlation between the point 
of salience and the severity of the situat ion. There was oot any correlation . 
In the case of the NASA space program problems, that issue only became salient when millions 
of people could visualize the end result of alleged greed--six people dying while millions watched . 
In the case of the Ethiopian famine. Thousand s had to die over a two-year period until a three 
and one-half minute bite of video on the NBC Evening News, shot by an itinerant British 
Broadcasting Corporation stringer, shocked the U.S. and ultimately the world to act. 
McLuhan can be interpreted as also saying the medium should strive for a more visual framing 
ofa message . In 1963, he reframed Cohen's idea that the media can make people think about 
something but cannot tell them what to think . "The effects ofteclmology do not occur at the level of 
opinions or concepts, but alter sense ratios or pattern s of perception steadily and without resistance 
(Seve rin & Tankard , 1988, 25 1) ." Severin and Tankard write that McLuhan thought 
communications technology has "caused people to emphasize one sense over others.... McLuhan 
proposed that television would restore the balance of the sense ratios that print destroyed." This is 
why "the important effects of the medium come from its fonn, not its content (Severin & Tankard , 
1988, 251)." 
The importance of content versus fonn in personal interaction was explored by Anthropologist 
Albert Mehrabian (Meyrowitz 1993, 100). Seven percent of the message is verbal, 38% vocal 
inflection and 55% body language. 
Because of its ability to simulate personal contact, Meyrowitz contends television creates a false 
intimacy that has as strong an effect as face to face relation ships. Because the images are so real. 
peop le engage in what Horton and Wohl called "para-social interaction" (Meyrowitz 1985, 119). 
Television persona lities gain "intimacy with millions." Horton and Wohl speak of the pure para-
social personality, someone who is "known for being known." TI1e death of such a personality can 
cause grief equal to that of the death of a close friend. More extreme are para-social murders . John 
Lennon was not murdered by a stranger, but by someone who believed he knew him well. 
Lasorsa and Wanta, looked for evidence of reverse causality (the public setting the press' 
agenda, as opposed to traditional agenda setting). Like Salwen, they discovered personal experience 
with an issue increased the audience's curiosity about the issue and increased audience use of the 
media to gather eve n more infomrntion (Lasorsa and Wanta 1990). This raises the possibility that 
the pseudo familiarit y of para-social interaction with television images can be a very strong element 
in agenda setting when using the electronic medium. 
Drummond agrees with McLuhan that televis ion has shifted the balance away from print . 
However, he contends, the electronic image has not restored the balance with print , but has 
overwhe lmed traditional journali sm. 
Technol ogy and marketing are now the driving forces in the news media--nothing else. The 
(newspaper) industry does have a big problem--one that it's not yet ready to face. That problem 
is changing demographics, an aging readership , advert ising flight, and the massive power of the 
e lectronic media to dominate and influence breaking stories. The issue is not whether the 12s: 
Angeles Times did a great job . It's whether the Los Angeles Times. or any newspaper, is 
relevant to anything . (Drummond 1993, 382) 
The Rodney King beat ing produced a Los Angeles riot while Dr. Martin Luther King's 
assass ination did not. Drummond lays it all to the availability and the continual repetition of video 
images both from the beating and from the riot as it progressed. Dr. King was murdered in the age of 
the print media . Mr. King was beaten in the age of the electronic media . Drummond makes 
reference to Meyrowitz . 
Meyrowitz makes the case very forcefully that there is a big difference between the world that 
was dominated by print media and the world we now have, which is dominated by electronic 
media . 
Print is access ible only to that e lite group that has been trained to read. Broadcast, on the other 
hand , requi.res only that you be able to watch and listen. Print works well with facts and data, 
but broadcast is much better at expressing feelings and emotions (Drummond 1993, 382-383). 
Drummond contends broadcasting thrives on revealing private backstage behavior, not important 
news. 
This hunger for demo lishing official facades is a major component of most of the stuff that 
passes for te levis ion journali sm these days. The videotape of the Kfog beating is a perfect 
example of public exposure to "backstage" behavior--in this case by policemen . 
f doubt that any newspaper story alone, no matter how well written, could capture the violence 
of the poorly shot video tape of the Rodney King beating. The single biggest factor in the Los 
Angeles uprising was that electronic media dominated the reporting of the event while it was in 
progress. Those are the images that will last. (Drummond 1993, 383). 
Drummond would not censor live image broadcasts, however. 
It is inconceivable that any news organization would hold back details ofa disaster. For every 
looter who was encouraged, probably many thousands of law-abiding residents are safe today 
because they saw the coverage and heeded the warnings to stay away. Plain inaccuracies and, 
worse, stupid remarks were probably harmless, because I don't think anybody really listened to 
what any of the anchors actuall y said. Instead, they watched those pictures. Follow-up stories 
come along days or weeks later, but by that time, the audience's impressions are locked in 
(Drummond 1993, 383). 
Adatto also contends the audience often does not listen to the words while looking at the 
pictures. She writes words will almost always lose out to images. 
This competiti on was illustrated in a 1984 piece on Ronald Reagan by Les ley Stahl (CBS, 
October 4), wbjch criticized at length Reagan's manipulation of te levision imagery during the 
campai gn . Stahl was surpri sed to find that the Reaga n White House loved the story. Grateful 
that the piece included almost five minutes of potent Reagan visuals, a pres idential aide seemed 
oblivious to Stahl 's critical narrative. "They don't hear what you are saying if the pictures are 
saying something different. (Adatto 1993, 59). 
Not only do pictures work, some pictures work better than other pictures. The tenn , "decisive 
moment," coined as a photographi c concept by Henri Cartier-Bresson, is often used. (Cartier-
Bresson, 1952). Cartier-Bresson proposes that there is a moment when the elements of composition 
come together in a scene that evokes the most response from the viewer. 
To me, photography is the simuJtaneous recognition, in a fraction of a second, of the 
significance of an event as well as of a precise organization of fonn s which give that event its 
proper express ion (Cartier-Bresson 1952, XIV) 
This idea has beco me part of the conventional wisdom of photography editors as they try to 
select the most effect ive photographs with which to communica te. Howeve r, no one editor gives the 
same definition to what is a "good" photograph, though a consensus can be observed as one wire 
photo is repeated ove r and over across the world, while another photo, exposed a split second later, 
rare ly is publi shed. 
Howeve r, Cartier-Bresson contends this decisive moment is usually unatta inable. It is the 
photographic sequence which often must tell the story on the printed page. 
What actually is a photographk reportage. a picture-story? Sometimes there is one unique 
picture whose composition possesses such vigor and richness, and whose content so radiates 
outward from it, that this single picture is a whole story in itself. But this rarely happens. The 
elements which, together, can strike sparks out of a subject, are often scattered--either in tenn s 
of space or time-•and bringing them together by force is "stage management," and I feel, 
cheating. But ifit is possible to make pictures of the "core" as well as the struck-off sparks of 
the subject , this is a picture-story; and the page serves to reunite the complementary elements 
which are dispersed throughout several photographs. (Cartier-Bresson 1952, 111) 
Cartier-Bresson writes that the photographic reporter uses "the brain, the eye and the heart ." 
... what the camera does is simply register upon film the decision made by the eye.. In a 
photograph, composition is the result ofa simultaneous coalition, the organjc co-ordination of 
elements seen by the eye . One does not add composition as though it were an afterthought 
superimposed on the basic subject material , since it is impossible to separate content from form. 
Composition must have its own inevitability about it. (Cartier-Bresson 1952, Vlll) 
Cart ier-Bresson wrote that "visual organization can stem only from a developed instinct (Cartier 
Bresson 1952, XJV)." He offered no heuristic guidelines for scoring the effectiveness of an 
individual image . 
If one cannot quantify the "good" photograph, one can measure its effect in the agenda setting 
process. Wanta studied the size of photographs in newspapers by printing his own sample editions. 
One edition had a large photograph on the page accompanying a story on an issue. A second edition 
had a smaller photograph with the story, along with other photographs, all balanced in size, 
accompanying other stories. T11e third edition had no photograph accompanying the story of the 
issue being measured . Each edition had three stories layed out in each of the three styles. A reader 
of one edition was exposed to issues layed out in each condition . 
American fann economics, national defense and pollution were the issues being measured. A 
pre-test asked subjects to rank 12 issues in order of importance. The issues being measured were in 
the list. After exposure over several days, subjects were again asked to rank issues in order of 
importance . 
Wanta found that size counts. The dominant photo increased the ranking ofan issue on the test 
subjects public agenda markedly. The balanced photo layout also contributed to moving an issue up 
the agenda list. However, issues viewed without photos did not increase in importance in the 
estimat ion of the test subjects (Wanta 1988). 
Cognitive Psychology: Creat ing an Imaging Paradigm 
Journali sts know pictures communicate. Cognitive psychologists are beginning to explain how 
and why. They suggest images may be among the most basic e lements in communication . Ln fact, 
Ellis and Hunt ( 1983) write that some cognitive psychologists would agree that people store a ll 
knowledge as meaningful images , instead of encodi ng memory into the separate categories of words, 
pictures and emotions (Ellis and Hunt 1983). Other cognitive psychologists contend words and 
pictures and emot ions are all reduced into propositionaJ representations (a mental code). Sill others 
suggest emotions are not knowledge , but a by- product of knowledge. No matter exactly how 
knowledge is stored , it is agreed images are used in memory processing and that the images are a 
powerful fonn of knowledge because they appear to the reader to be the most concrete or "real". 
The advent of the computer has resulted in cognitive psychologists adopting it as a popular 
paradigm of cognitive process ing because this model of "thinking and remembering" is familiar to 
most educated individuals and easy to understand . Using the computer as a model, researchers now 
speak of input, encoding, retrieval and output (Ellis & Hunt 1983). 
This cognitive model states the individual audience member either actively selects or 
subliminall y accepts data via the senses. Depending upon the attention paid to the entering data, it is 
encoded creating few or many points of association within the memory (Anderson & Kosslyn 1984). 
The input of later data may trigger one, or many of these associations through a process of activation. 
Activating a variety of semantic (words), visual (pictures), and mood state (emotions) memory nodes 
detennin es not only how the new data will be encoded, but even how it will be perceived. It is 
suggested activation is physically a fonn of electro-chemical activity which spreads from node to 
node, ga ining intensity as more nodes (or memory files) are engaged in retrieval. 
The Mechanics of Seeing 
The creat ion ofa visual image involves a very mechanical device--the human eye (Long and 
McNally, 1992). It is very much like a camera. The lens focuses the image on the retina at the back 
of the eye . An iris controls the intensity of light. There the analogy ends. Rods, cones and ganglion 
cells line the retina. Each measure some distinct feature of the image created on the retina. Some 
cells measure color. Others detennin e shape; others motion, etc. Each eye has a left and right field. 
That is, the imaging cells on the left side of each retina feed data into an optical nerve which enters 
the right hemisphere of the brain. The imaging cells on the right side of each retina send data to the 
left hemisphere . The data passed into the left and right hem ispheres , as best can be detennined, is 
further deconstructed for processing in various parts of the brain. It is then reconstructed as either an 
image or a propositional representation. As stated, no researcher has detennined the exact fonn of 
visual memory. 
Models of visual encoding and retrieva l have been fashioned, however, by observing subjects in 
a research laboratory environment. For example, it is genera lJy agreed that visual data enters a 
sensory register where an image persists for approximately 300 milliseconds (Ellis & Hunt, 1983). 
This compares with 250 milliseconds to 15 minutes for auditory sensory data in its register. The 
difference in persistence of data in the visual and auditory registers relates, it is suggested, to the fact 
the eye sees everything at once. Every bit of detail in the scene enters the register. The auditory 
process , however. requires more time just for the subject to hear and digest a complete phrase. The 
mean ing ofa paragraph is not complete until the last word of the last sentence is spoken. 
An individual has, as noted, about one-third ofa second to select which details from the visual 
sensory register they will retain in short tenn memory. However, the viewer typically makes no 
conscious dec isions in this process. The sensory register operates at a preattentive level. Selec tion 
appear s to depend upon what element is tbe most demandin g in the scene, or what the viewer was 
primed to look to see. 
The Forms of Memory 
Sensory register data is preca tago rical--without meanin g. Pattern recognition organizes the data 
into understandable images. Images previously moved from short tenn memor y to long tenn 
memory are retriev ed and compared with the new data . Some researcher s sugges t actual visual 
template s ex ist and the mind sorts through the template s until a match for the new data is fow1d. 
Again , the comput er model of cognition explain s bow a life-tim e of template s can be compared to 
match a new image using parall e l processing. If serial (one at a time) proce ssing was takin g place, 
there would be signifi cant time lags in laborato ry recognition tests . 
Images are then moved into long term memo ry. There is ev idence they are stored in analo gue 
fom1. For example, they are recalled with much more accuracy than semanti c information . 
Standin g, Conezio and Haber (Ellis and Hunt 1983, 102) showed subjects 2,560 pictures for no more 
than 10 seco nds each. There was a 93% recall rate when the subjects were later asked which photos 
they had been shown. The resea rcher s concluded their rapid rate of presentation made it impo ssible 
for individual s to verbally encode the images into memory . The images, the resear chers contend, 
must have entered in some literal fonn. 
Ellis and Hill cite the work of Kosslyn, Ball and Reiser. Subjects were asked to memori ze a 
simpl e map . Next, they were asked to mentall y travel from one significant landmark on the map to 
another. They pressed a buzzer as they completed their trips. The differences in times between 
"trips" corresponde d to the actua l distances on the map (Ellis and I-Lill 1983, 102- 103). 
Despite being "real," an encoded image is a picture that can be "retou ched." Other expe riences 
the reader has bad will disagree with tbe journali st's presentation. Therefore, the reader will change 
the journalist's image as it is encoded. The image may be retouched again as it is retrieved if there 
has been contradi ctory, inter vening experie nce afte r encoding. 
Baggett expe rimented with something like image retouc hing (Baggett 1975). These are 
construc tive processes or inferences. She conducted two exper iments. Ln the first, she created eight 
ca rtoo n-like series of four frames each. Each story had an exp licit version, in which the key action 
was presented to the subjec t, and an implicit version, in which the key action was 1101 presented. For 
exam ple , (I) a long- haired man walks past a barbershop, (2) enters the barbershop, (3) sits in a 
barber chair and then (4) leaves with short hair . In the explicit version, frame three include s the 
barber cuttin g hair . ln the implicit version , he only sits in the cbair and there is no barber . 
Jrnmediately following the exposu re to the sequences, and 72 hours later, subjects were showi1 a new 
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set of slides. They were asked to respond true or false whether these slides rationall y belonged to the 
sequences they observed earlier. TI1e correct true responses were measured for response times. 
When presented an explicit frame (Barber cutting) immediatel y after expos ure, those who had seen 
this frame had markedl y faster response times than those who had seen the implicit version (man 
sitting) but now had to decide if this logicalJy belonged in the sequence. However, subjects given 
the same test 72 hours later had almost equal respo nse times. Baggett concludes: 
It appears then that subjects, immediatel y after seeing a story in pictures , access their memory 
representations of previously viewed pictures in the story more readily than they do 
representations of picture s which they can only infer as fitting in with the story 's meanin g. 
Seventy-two hours after seeing the story , howe ver, subjects access memory representation s with 
approximately the same facility, wether they were shown pictures seen before in the story , or 
picture s that merel y fit with the meaning. We might be tempted to conclude, therefore , that the 
surface memor y trace , which presumably aided in making access faster at no dela y, decayed and 
is no longer readil y available after 72 hr, and that the essential representation in memory 
remainin g for the story is a conceptual and probably nonpictorial one (Baggett 1975, 543) . 
Baggett conducted a second expe riment to test if subjects can remember specific pictures in later 
recall tests. Subjects were asked to identif y only those images which had appeared in the sequences 
they had viewed ear lier. Subjects viewed explicit images some of them had seen, implicit images 
which fit logica lly into the sequences, and false dumm y slides which were not logical parts of the 
sequences. immediately after exposure to tJ1e sequences, subjects effortlessly identified the pictures 
they had seen and with equal ease rejected those who closely matched , but were not exact 
representations of the frame. After 72 hours, subjects still could eas ily identify the exact images they 
had seen, but it took longer to rejec t inexact representations. Howeve r, they still made accurate 
differentiations. Bagge« writes , "TI1e results indicate that the hypothesized surface memory for 
pictures, which is strong at no delay , still exists after 72 hr and can be accessed by the subject if the 
task demands it (Baggett 1975, 545)." 
A third experiment was conducted by Bagge«. instead of being shown pictures, subjects were 
asked what they had seen. Was there a difference between response times of those who saw an 
implicit version and those who saw the explicit version? Instead ofa slide of the barber culling hair , 
a slide appeared asking , "Did the barber cut the man's hair?" In respo nse, the subjects were asked to 
respond, "yes," if the answer "fits io with your understanding of the event you just saw." There was 
no significant difference in respo nse times. Baggeu concludes: 
We suggest that subjects, regard less of whether they bad viewed the explicit or implicit story 
version, were responding from the same conceptual memory representation . This makes the 
conceptual memor y for pictures look propositional or descripti ve in nature (Bagge tt 1975, 547). 
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Baggett's research suggests there are two types of memory for images : A litera l representation 
which may be submerged in memory over time and a conceptual representa1ion. 
When given written questions about the meaning in the pictures, the adult viewer, regardless of 
dela y, seems not to utilize his picture memory, but rather to access his conceptual memory 
representatio n. We observe that the viewer does not make every possible optional inference ... 
He appare ntly selects, at the time of viewing, those inferences which are necessary to create a 
coherent story, aad he rejects unlikely picture s, those which are obviously not required to 
integrate the pictures into a meaningfu l story sequence (Baggett 1975, 548). 
If viewers can store both individual pictures and conceptual representations of them, what do 
viewers do with moving images? 
Heider in 1958 claimed that informati on is extracted from the continuous stream of another 
person's behavior by first breakin g the continuous stream into chunks--each chunk consisting ofa 
meanin gful action (Hastie, Ostrom, Ebbesen, et al 1980). To measure if chw1k.ing takes place 
visua lly, Newtson conducted a series of experiments over several years. He suggested that at the 
beginni ng of each observed action, the viewer questions what is about to happen . As the action 
proceeds, the number of possible out comes are narrowed until at one point, only one outcome 
appear s possible . This marks the end of an action unit. The more a viewer needs to infer from the 
continu ing action , the more the viewer breaks the actio n into smaller units to be analyzed. 
To dete nnin e if viewers do indeed learn more by using smaller action units, Newtson instructed 
his subjects to ( I) "record as small units of behavior as seemed natural and meaningful to them by 
pressing a butto n a a continuou s event recorder when 'one meaningful action ends and a different one 
begins;"' or (2) "record as large units of behav ior as seemed natural and meaningful to them 
(Newtso n 1973, 29)." 
Newtson created a five-minute video tape of a man filling out a questionnaire , lighting a 
cigarette and read ing books. The actions were kept simple to avoid multiple action units from 
overlapp ing or occurr ing simultaneous ly. All subjects were instructed as follows: 
I am going to show you a 5-minute videotape of another subject in a different expe riment. Now, 
what I am interested in here are the units peop le use to classify other's behavio r. By that I mean 
that people can vary the leve l at which they break up other's behavior. For examp le. I could tum 
arou nd, walk over, push the door closed, turn around, and walk back (The exper imenter 
performed these ac1ions.). Each of these actions could be seen as a discrete event, or they might 
be class ified into one larger unit. such as "closing the door" (Newtso n 1973, 30). 
Subjects were then given fine-unit or gross-unit instructions. Fine unit instructions were: 
"What J want you to do is to mark off the behavior of the person you'll be seeing into the 
smalle st units that seem natura l and meaningful to you. There are no right or wrong ways to do 
this ; I ju st want to know how you do it (Newtson 1973, 30). 
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Gross-unit instru ct ions were the same exce pt the word, "largest," was substituted for the word 
"smalle st." Fine-unit subjects divided the tape , on average, into 52. 1 unit s while gross- unit subjects 
se lec ted an average of 2 1.3. Newt son found his fine-unit subje cts were much more confident of their 
opinion of what the actor in the video was doing. Fine unit subjects formed more opinions about the 
actor as a person. Newtson's conclu sion can be summed up as: the more breakpoint s a person 
selec ts, the more information they obtain. 
NeVvtson observed that fine W1its were generall y subsets of the gross units , both having common 
breakpo ints. There appears to be a common heuri stic definition of what constitut es a unit of visual 
infonnation and the breakpoint between them . 
In his nex t experiment , Newtso n wanted to explore if the frequen cy with which unit s of action 
are selected would vary ifan unexpec ted event we re inserted into what was otherwise a routine 
action . Two tape s were made . One with the routine task progressing for five minut es without 
interruption. A seco nd, or deviant, tape had the task interrupted at two minute s when the actor 
removed a shoe and sock and rolled up a pants leg. After 30 seco nds, the tape resumed for a total 
playing tim e of 5 minut es , 30 seco nds. 
Subjects, followin g the instru ction s to mark meanin gful w1its, selected 3.55 units per minut e for 
the first two minute s. Ln the last three minut es , howeve r, subje cts watching the routine tape selected 
2.67 tmit s per minute while the deviant tape subje cts averaged 3.37 unit s. Two conclu sions were 
reached: Unexpec ted actions cause an increase in unit selection by viewe rs; in both gro ups, the rate 
of selection decreases as observation tim e increases. 
In a confinnation of the adage that first impre ssions count , Newtso n notes that the highest rate of 
unit se lection occurs at the beginning of a sequen ce , and uniti zing is how observers gather 
infonnation about a person or object. 
In another series of experiments (Newtso n and Engquist 1976). subjects were tes ted by observers 
for recognition of and reca ll of breakpoints and non breakpoints using movies and slides . They 
wished to es tab lish that the breakpoints selected in the 1973 expe riments actually represented 
perceptual units o f on. going behavior. 
ln their first exper iment . they removed frames from a 16mm film in lengths of 1/6, 1/3 and 1/2 
of a seco nd . A pretest had determined some frames were breakpoints and some were not. Subjec ts 
were instru cted to press the conti nuou s even t reco rder button anytime they noti ced "some action or 
actio n part " missing from the films as they were proj ected . An identification was dee med accurate if 
the subject mark ed it with in one seco nd after the actual tim e in the film the frame was deleted. 
The results showed that "breakpoint s were detected signifi cantly better than deletions o f 
nonbreakpoint s at all sizes of deletion" As the period of tim e increase d durin g which the breakpoints 
we re deleted , detection increase d up to 78% when the tim e reac hed 1/2 seco nd. However , no matter 
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what the time duration , non-breakpoints were detected at an average rate of35% (Newtson & 
Engquist 1976, 439). 
Newtson and Engquist examined the breakpoints which had been removed. They resembled 
Baggett's comic strip sequences. In a second experiment in this series, they had a contro l group view 
the motion video and reach a consensus as how to best describe the action . A series of slide show 
then were constructed from the breakpoints and the nonbreakpoints by mounting the 16mm frames in 
slide mounts. The frames were presented both in sequence and out of sequence. Subjects were 
asked to rate each sequence on a nine point scale from "not at all intelligible" to "very intelligible ," 
write a one sentence description of the action, and say if the order of the slides was correct. 
The researchers concluded breakpoints are more intelligible than nonbreakpoints. In fact, the 
correctly-ordered slide show made from breakpoints were rated as equally intelligible as the motion 
film sequence from which they were extracted. Breakpoint s were more accurate ly described than 
nonbreakpoi.nts. Correctly ordered slides are more intelligible . And when an incorrect order was 
noted by the subject, the subject could reorder the frames correctly 46% of the time. 
Newtson and Engquist emphatically state: 
Results con finned that breakpoints are the basis for the fonnation of perceptual wllts of 
behavior. Clearly , the units identified by the w1it marking procedure are not selected according 
to an arbitrary criterion but are significantly related to the meaning of the behavior (Newtson 
and Engquist 1976, 443). 
Based upon these two experiments, plus a third in wbkh subjects were able to consistently 
differentiate between breakpoints they had observed and similar breakpoints they had not observed, 
Newtson and Engquist note that breakpoint s selected by one group has important information for 
another group. Tbe researchers suggest breakpoints most likely occur when there is movement , not 
when the actor achieves a position . 
... (A)ct ions are defined by the state-to-state changes depicted by success ive breakpoints. That is, 
the distinctiveness of breakpoint s would be due to a distinctive change having occurred, rather 
than a distinctive state having been achieved. (Newtso n & Engquist 1976, 448) 
Another experi ment (Newtso n. Engquist. and Bois 1977) set about to codify the characteristics 
of breakpoints. They reviewed the earlier Newtson, et al resea rch. Among the qualiti es obse rved 
was that breakpoints occur just after a cup is set on a table and just after it leaves the surface as it 
leaves the table . In neither case did subjects select what would have been identical frames of a cup 
011 the table and a hand grasping the handle. Breakpoints occur at that moment just after the 
elimination of the uncertainty as to the course of the action. 
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In an attempt to gather statistica l data on 1he natur e of breakpoint s, the resea rchers coded 
sequences using the Eshkol-Wa chman movement notation system . Developed for choreog rapher s, it 
allows observers to specify the position of the body in three dimensional space at successive and 
predetennined intervals. An index was devised which allow ed researchers to code the 17 different 
features of body position and compare one body position with another. Thi s allows one to measUJe 
the relati ve amount of change. 
Two hypothe sis had been proposed . One, every time an actor achieves a meanin gful state is a 
breakpo int. Jfth.i s is true , every time and actor is in this position , subjects will define that as a 
breakpoint. The seco nd is the meaningful change hypothe sis. Ln th.is case, each breakpoint will 
appear significantly different from the preceding breakpoint ; greater on avera ge than any body 
position s used in any of the proceeding breakpoints . 
Compari son of randoml y paired breakpoint s and nonbreakpoints showed no significant body 
position differe nces between the two. One was not necessa rily more dramati c than the other. 
However, a compari son of breakpoints with breakpo ints supported the meaningful change 
hypoth esis. Body positions were notabl y diff erent (Ne\l.rtson, Engqui st, and Bois, 1977). 
As part of the sam e researc h, the group analyzed the non breakpoint s prior to a breakpoint and 
those nonbreakpoints that crune afterward s. As expected there was a great stati sticaJ differen ce 
between the nonbreakpoints preceding the breakpoint s. However , those nonbreakpoint s followin g 
the breakpoint s were not as different. Howeve r, they were not registered as breakpoint s, al so, 
because the meanin g has already been obtained by the observer. 
In their discussion the researc hers conclude that breakpoint s mark significant changes in 
position, but they a1so have unique properti es which impart more infonnation to the viewer than 
nonbreakpoints which may be significantly different in body position, also. Analysis of previo us 
experi ments showed subjects often were monitorin g only a few features within the totaJ frame when 
detennining which were the breakpoints. Some movements were more significant than others 
despite the fact the other movements may have been more pronounced. The researchers propo se that 
the viewer is constantly trying to build an anticipatory schema, using as visual cues changes in those 
body features which contribut e to their model or picture of what is happening . That is why, when the 
action is interrupted by an unexpected action, the viewe rs begin to define more action units or 
breakpoints in an attempt to gather more inform ation. 
One reason able hypothesis would appear to be there exists a feature selection and monitorin g 
mechanism, whereby the perceiver selects certain stimulu s configuration s or elements and 
defines actions acco rding to changes in these elements (Newtson, Engqu ist. and Bois 1977) . 
Resea rchers (Newtson, R.indner, Miller, and LaCross 1978) next tried to answer this quest ion by 
analyzing a repetiti ve task. They made two six-minut e videos of an actor asse mbling 20 five-page 
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quest ionnaires. Each time he completed an assembly, the page on top of the stack of completed 
forms was alternately a black page or a white page. In the seco nd video, a cardboard box hid the 
stac k of completed documents. Subjects select ing the breakpoints in the black/white repetiti on 
video marked fewer breakpoints as the video played. Howeve r, the number of breakpoint s defined 
by subjects increase d as the video containin g the hidden stack progressed. 
The researchers conclud ed that when an eve nt presents clearl y visible stimulu s cues, the 
infonnation is quickly understood by the viewer and fewer breakpoint s are needed to understand the 
action. However, when no such cues are provided, more breakpoint s are sought in order to define 
the action. 
Critics ofNewtson sugges t breakpoint s are artificial , having been introdu ced by the researcher 
They suggest the real process ing of observed sequen ces could take any number of fonns and button 
pushing is ju st another task the observer must perfonn while processi ng visual information . 
Words and Pictures Remember ed Together 
As noted, the resear ch of Bagge tt indicates that pictures are stored in memory , but so too are 
concepts or inferences about those pictures. What is the relationship between words and images, 
part icularl y when they are used together in a single fonn of communi cation? Pavio quote s Shepard : 
If I am now asked about the num ber of windows in my house, I find that I must picture the house 
as viewed from different sides or from within differe nt rooms, and then count the windows 
presented in these vario us mental images. No amount of purely verbal machinations would 
seem to suffice (Shepard 1966, 203). 
Pavio notes that the question, "How many windows," aod the answer are verbal. But the 
"media ting mechanism" is visual. Pavio exper imented with mental imagery in assoc iative learn ing 
and memory. That is, he tested whether words were remember ed better when learned in assoc iat ion 
with mentaJ images . Of course, the "method of loc i" was used by ear ly Greek orators, who 
memo rized parts of their speec hes whi le observ ing objects in the room where they would speak . 
Pavio expe rimented with concrete words instead of actual pictures or photographs. He cites 
Deese as an exp lanation as to why more research does not exist in the area. 
The modem expe rimental psychologist works almost excl usive ly with linguistic assoc iations for 
the good reason that these provide controllable material for his laboratory studies; he ignores the 
extra existence of perceptual imagery .... (He) finds images difficult to manage in empiri ca l study 
(Deese 1965, 4). 
Pavio explain s that the increasing order of perceived concrete ness begins with abstract nouns 
and moves throu gh conc rete nolms. pictures and then to an object itself. The more concrete the 
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stimulus , the more li11ks the stimulu s can activate backwards through the chain ; the more possibilities 
there are for retrievin g, mediating and expressing a remember ed item. For example, in a memory 
aid system , one memorize s the proper sequence of a number of items by using a combination of 
rhyming words and mental images. The rhyming combination s are: one-bun, two-shoe, three-tree. 
To thes e are added often bizarre images of the item s to be remembered . If item one is a chair, the 
paired associates are "one-bun-chair. " with a chair on a hamburger bun being the mental image. 
Pavio points out that tbe technique is simple . The psycholog y ofit is very complex. 
In an attempt to explaiu the psycholog y of the paired associates process, Pavio posited his 
Conceptual Peg Hypothesis in 1965. The conceptual peg is the stimulu s member ofa paired 
association. The more the subject can "see" the stimulus. the better the "peg" works. 
Among those who have perfonned early experiments upon which Pavio drew were Epstein, 
Rock and Zuckennan. 1960; Rohwer , 1966; lscoe and Semler, 1964; and Wimer and Lambert , 1959. 
Pavio summariz es their results (Pavio 1969, 254) as showing that memorizin g an object by pairing it 
with another object, or rememberin g a pictur e by pairing it with another picture , worked better than 
using the names of the objects or the name s of the items in the pictures. Also, using an object as a 
stimulu s to elicit a nonsense word response works better than using the written name of the object as 
the stimulu s in the paired associate. 
Pavio tested his hypothe sis by offering subjects combination s or concrete and abstract nouns to 
mem orize in the four possible combin ations of stimuli /response paired assoc iates: Concrete /abstra ct, 
concrete/conc rete, abstract/concrete , abstract/abstract. Use of concrete nouns scored signifi cantl y 
higher than the use of abstract now1s as stimuli (Pavio 1965). ln another expe riment, Pavio varied 
the image evo king qualit y of the meanin gfulness of the concrete noun stimuli (Pavio 1966). From 
his experiments, Pavio conclud ed that in crea ting paired assoc iates, a concrete stimulu s noun, even 
one that evo kes a nonsensical image, is much stronger aid to memory than a concrete stimulu s noun 
which is high in meaningfulness. In addition, he concluded that a concrete or image evok ing 
stimulu s will aid almost equally in rememberi ng any type of respo nse word; abstract, concrete or 
nonsensical. 
In his 1969 review of the subject to that date, Pavio presents the hypothes is that in 197 1 would 
beco me his dual cod ing theory . Writing of "A Two- Process Theory of Meaning and Mediation ," 
Pavio says: 
The hypothesis is that concrete terms such as "house" derive their meanin g through assoc iation 
with concrete objects and events as well as through association with other words, and thereby 
acquire the capacity to evo ke both nonverbal images and verbal processes as assoc iative 
(meaning) reaction s, which could function as alternative coding systems affecting mediati on and 
memory. Abstract terms such as "truth ," on the other hand , derive their meaning largely through 
intra verbal expe riences and more effectively arouse verbal associa tive than imaginal processes 
(Pavio 1969, 248). 
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Pavio asked his subjects how they perceived their answers when responding to paired associate 
exerc ises. 
A striking pattern of relations emerged in which images were predominantly reported as 
mediators for pairs in which both stimuJus and response members were concrete, whereas verbal 
mediators predominated i.n the case of pairs in which both members were abstract. Furthermore, 
learning scores were highest for pairs for which imaginal mediators were reported, next highest 
for verbally mediated. and low for unmediated pairs, suggesti.ng that imagery was the most 
effec tive mediator (Pavio 1969, 248-249). 
Pavio suggests that images are either more available for subjects to use, or subjects ju st prefer 
using them. Critics of Pavio contend that all mediation is verbal. Pavio constrncted an experiment 
to compare images and words as mediators. AH subjects were originall y given a memory task in 
which a list of items was memorized in numerical order. Next, one group was given rhyming words 
which were concrete (i.e. one-bun, two shoe) while another group was given rhyming words which 
were abstract (i.e. one-fun , two-true). Each group was divided. One half was told to evoke an 
image as part of the memory exercise. The other half were not given such instructions. 
The results were "quite unequivocal (Pavio 1968)." Those who used images, regardless of 
whether the rhyming words were concrete or abstract did significantly better than those who relied 
str ictly upon the rhyming words. Pavio suggests using only the rhyming words equated to verbal 
mediation . 
Other experi ments by Pavio, in which exposure aud response rates were timed , suggest visual 
imagery is primarily a parallel processing system and the verbal symbolic system is a sequential 
processing system (Pavio 1969). Even if Pavio's dual coding theory is wrong and all coding is 
essentially verbal, Baggett, Pavio, Yagade, and Dozier have estab lished, pictures are encoded and 
retrieved much more easily than the thousand words needed to describe them. 
Schema: How the World Looks, Not How It Is. 
The idea of someone trying to make sense of their world by creating a personal picture from the 
picture s and pictures made from words they receive from media, is not a new idea. Even in 1922, 
Lippman noted that peop le observe their environme nt and create a picture of that environment in 
their minds. However, he writes, "Whatever we believe to be trne, we treat as ifit were the 
environment itself (Severin & Tankard 1992, 299)." These "pictures" become pseudo 
environments . For events far removed from an individual's personal experience , the pseudo 
envi ronments are created with the help of mass communicators . "The only feeling that anyone can 
have about an eve nt he does not experie nce is the feeling aroused by his mental image of that event 
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(Severin & Tankard 1992. 299)." Lippman refers to the "medium of fiction s." These fictions, 
which people often create themselv es, are simpler models of a world much too comp lex or removed 
from dire ct expe rience to comprehend . It is possible to respond as powerfull y to these fictions as to 
reaJities. 
His favorite example of a pseudo environ ment was the business life in the United States the first 
few day s of World War !--those few days before news oftbe conflict reached America. People made 
plans and signed contracts for business deals which could never be conducted once peopl e knew 
there was a war. 
A psychologist wouJd say these retouched images become part of a schema--a concept. 
Schemata are the building block s from which the reader or viewer construc ts their perspective of 
reality- -Lippman 's pseudo environmen t. Anderson and Kosslyn write that schema ta provide a 
structure in which to encode this infonnati on and interpret it. 
"Schemata encode knowledg e of how eve nts are structured, how event sequen ces combine and 
fonn episodes, and how entire storie s are constructed from sequences of episodes (Anderson and 
Kosslyn 1984, 171)." The theory of a schema being constructed based upon previous experience or 
current expectations is supported by the fact people often change the facts when rete lling a story. 
People genera lly appear to ha ve plot lines they develop to exp lain events , tailoring the information to 
fit into which ever plot line appears the most rational to them , even though some of the facts known 
to them must be ignored. They expect a pattern of goa ls and outcomes , or cause and effect 
relation ships. If the y are not found, they will create them . 
Howe ver , the major advantage is that schema ta pem1it reasoning when given incomplete data 
(i.e. , the ability to make inferences) which allows a person to survive in a world too complex to 
lmow in detail. 
lo the theor y of Agenda Setting, it is argued that one can make the reader think about an issue, 
but not what opinion they should hold on the issue. In order to make a person attend to an issue, one 
must normall y present the issue frequently over a peri<XI of ti.me. TI1e cognitive psychologist would 
sugges t thi s is a process of buildin g mental assoc iations within indi vidual s which can be activated 
later. Ultimate ly, however, the wou ld-be agenda setter must have a "visualizat ion" eve nt which 
brings the subject to salience in the publi c mind (Yagade and Dozier 1990). 
A picture of a star ving child can make a person angrier more quickly than a written reJX>rt 
saying 500 children starved to death today in Somalia . Add in the fact readers can readil y fonn and 
encode word descriptions of images and one can argue data presented as an image has a dual impa ct-
-JX>SSibly a triple impact if one accepts the suggestion mood states are close ly related to images . 
Using the popu lar model of cognition. in order for a person to dec ide how they feel about 
something (good/ bad , like/dislike), a person must first recog nize an object (recognit ion) , they next 
note the detail s of the object (feature identificat ion) and , finally, they make a decision about the 
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object (affec tive response). Zajonc sugges ts affect need not always be postcognitive. She sugges ts 
feelings about an object may occ ur eve n before one understands what it is. While she admit s. "The 
important pieces of ev idence are still missing (Zajonc 1980, 170)," she proposes that one can, upon 
expos ure to a stimulu s, have an immediat e emotional response followed by recog nition and , finally, 
feature identifi cation . Further, she posits there are two fonns of precogniti ve affe ctive responses. 
One emerges where behavior , such as that occ urring in discrimination among stimuli , is entire ly 
under the intlu ence of affective factors without the parti cipation of cognitive processes . 
Includ ed here are such phenomena as perceptual defen se and vigilance. subliminal perception 
and discrimination, state depe ndent recall, and mood and content s effects. Another form of 
unconscious process is impli cated in highly overlearned. and thus automated. sequences of 
infonnation process ing; this fonn includes cogniti ve acts but has collapsed them into larger 
molar chunk s that may conceal their original component links (Zajon c 1980, 172). 
People , who have perhaps never seen a snake, react long before they even know it is a snake 
they are viewing. The well-trained soldier , during inten se combat , shoots first, then asks what was 
the movement he glimpsed . Outside of combat , a nonnal person would not shoot. In the combat 
environment , the cog nitive process of selecting a target and firing has been automated. 
The strong connection between images and emotions is cited by Zajonc , who referen ces a 1974 
exper iment by Bower and Karlin. 
(They) showed photographs of faces to subjects with instruction s to jud ge the photographs for 
gender, honesty or likabilit y. Following expos ures. subjects were tested for recognition memory 
in two experiment s. The hit rate was higher when the subj ects rated photographs for honesty or 
likabilit y than when they reported gender (Zajonc 1980, 165- 166). 
Strnad and Mueller replicated Bower's and Carlin 's results in 1977. Warrington and Ackroyd in 
1975 found parallel results for rememberin g faces and words. Zajo nc paraphrases Bower and Karlin 
as concludin g subjects must attend to a greater variety of detail and engage in deepe r process ing 
when making affective decisions. 
Judge ment of honesty of face would appear to require compari son to an idiosyncratic sel of 
vague prototype criteria regardin g the patternin g of feature s such as distan ce between the eyes , 
size of the pupil s, curvatur e of the mouth, thickne ss of lips, and so on.. If you want to 
remember a person's face, try to make a number of difficult personal jud gements about his face 
when you are first meet ing him (Bower and Karlin 1974, 756-757)." 
Patterson and Bradle y conducted a similar exper iment. They concluded the ir "results clea rly did 
not impli cate anal ysis of facial feature s as a critica l or optimal basis for facial recog nition (Patterson 
and Bradley 1977 , 411)." Shou ld researc hers "eve r find an optimum strateg y for encoding of faces, 
anal ysis of individual feature s is unlik ely to be its focus (Patter son and Baddeley 1977 , 417)." 
Zajonc conclude s: 
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There seems to be genera l agreement that when jud gements of pleasantness are made of faces of 
(persons) , individuals engage in forms of deeper information processing. What is not agreed 
upon is the type of content that is accessed at these deeper leve ls (Zajonc 1980, 166). 
At least when dealing with photographs of the human face, communicators are dealing with 
emotions. Potentiall y more important , communicators are dealing with emotions which may be 
evoked even before the audience member recognizes whose face it is. 
Summary 
What journalists, such as Lippman knew, communication researchers and cognitive 
psychologists now explain . Pictures appear not only to be the more effic ient tool in the agenda 
setting process than verbal messages, they seem to be necessary to the process. 
As Meyrowitz noted, even a pre-school child can decode the infonnation in a picture. Yagade 
and Dozier found a significant difference between public knowledge of issues w!Uch were easy to 
"visualize" and those which were too abstract to picture. Rogers and Chang can cite statistics that , 
when predicting the importance of an issue to the public. headline and picture counts are more 
important tlian body counts. Wanta added that not just the presence of a photo. but even its size can 
affect the agenda being set. That's how pictures work in the media. 
Why pictures work is becoming clearer. Standing, Conezio and Harber demonstrated even 
thousands of pictures are very easy to remember. Baggett provided strong clues that pictures are 
remembered botl1 as objects and as concepts--p ictures and words. Baggett also showed people are 
capable of making strong inferences from sequences of pictures, inferences which become a part of 
the remembered images wben recalled later. Newtson showed that people regularly create these 
pictures as they divide events and moving media into "chunks" of action marked by "breakpoints." 
These breakpoints , individual still images, as shown by Baggett, become the basic units of memory 
and serve as the basis of developing verbal representatio ns of the event. Pavio demonstrates that , by 
pairing an image with an abstract tenn , greater learning of abstract information can take place . 
Finally, as agenda setters have learned through experience, images are inherently emotional. Zajonc 
presents evidence that images can even provoke emotional responses prior to the subject even 
interpreting the image. Particularly when tbe human face is involved, emotions are closely bound 
into the ability to remember an image of that face. 
A picture , because the mind appears to encode it as (I) an image, as (2) a verbal concept, and. 
possibly , (3) as an emotion (Cartier-Bresson's brain, eye and heart?), can be the most effective tool 
avai lable for agenda setting. Additionally, if we accept Drummond's and other industry observers' 
2 1 
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conclu sion that print media has been super seded by televis ion , is it uot tim e for telev ision to 
recons ider the uses of the still image? 
More importantl y, if televis ion is being superseded by data bases which alternate and mix words, 
still ima ges and moving ima ges, is it not important that mass communi cators understand the 
interrelationship s betwee n the three ? Shou ld they not pause to consider paired associates as they 
assume the task, once a monopoly of print media , of presenting the abstract information citizens ofa 
democracy need?. 
Using alread y available scientific research , as well as promotin g further researc h, would help 
mass communicators reach their implied goal that each audience member can respond, "Yes, I see 
what you're saying." 
Hypothe ses 
~L 
Subje cts in a memor y te st experiment, exfX}sed to stimuli consisting of a video presentation 
using an abstract narrati ve and visual breakrx>ints, will perfonn better on an i.nfom1ation recaJI test 
given immediately after exposure than subjects exfX}sed to the same narrativ e which is paired with 
mo ving images. 
~lt 
Subjects in a memory test expe riment , exposed to stimuli consisting ofa video prese ntation 
using an abstract narrative and visual breakpoints, will perfonn better on an i.nfonnation recall test 
given 48 bour s after expos ure than subjects exposed to the same narr ative which is paired with 
moving images. 
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M ETHOD S 
A pilot study was condu cted to explore tbe creation of breakpoint s and to test the hypothe sis 
that the use of still frame s in a video presentation results in higher retention of abstract data in 
memor y then tbe use of motion in a video presentation . Thi s empiri cal laboratory research requir ed: 
( 1) Constrncting a video presentation of moving images with a narrative containin g abstract data ; (2) 
repli catin g a portion of Newt son's research into the creation of break frame s in order to create a 
video presentation using the same narrativ e but with still image s extra cted from the moving images ; 
(3) constructing a multiple choice questionnaire ; (4) exposin g subjects to the narrative using the two 
separate video fom1ats and measuring retention in memor y of the abstract infom,ation ; and (5) 
condu cting anal ysis of varian ce. 
Breakpoint Determination Experiment 
~ 
Twent y student s enrolled in the resear ch parti cipation laboratory portion of Psychology 1113, 
Elements of Psycholo gy-- Beginnin g Cour se, volunteered as subjects in return for partial course 
credit . Institutional Review Board Appro val for using human subjects was obtained through the 
Psycholog y Department . 
~ 
One VCR 
One Video Monitor 
One Continuou s Event Recorder Button 
One \20-minut e Video Tape with on-screen time tracks meas uring a single 3:22- minut e 
presentation which was repeated 30 times 
Design and Procedures 
In the laborator y, twent y student s, 15 of whom were women, were expose d one at a time to the 
motion version of the video presentation without a narration . The video footage, all of industrial 
scene s, was selected from the files ofa video produ ction compan y. No more than two people 
appeared in any scene. Two on-screen time tracks had been added . One time track, located in the 
lower left corner of the screen. timed the internal content of the presentation . The second time 
track, located in the upper right com er, timed the entire length of the video tape: which had 30 
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repetitions of the presentation recorded on it. This allowed the researcher to precise ly locate each 
subjec t's perfom1ance. Subje cts we re told : 
I am going to show you a video tape . Now, \vhat I am inter este d in here are the units people use 
to classify other people's behavior . By that , I mea n that people can vary the leve l at which they 
break up other people's behavior into understa ndabl e units. For exa mple, 1 could ( I) turn 
around, (2) wa lk over, (3) push the door closed. (4) tum around. and (5) wa lk back. (The 
experimenter performed these actions.) Each of these actions could be seen as one of five 
discrete events or they might be classified into one larger unit , such as "closing the door . 
What I want you to do is to mark off the behavior oftbe persons you'll be seeing into the 
smallest units (the five events versus one) that seem natural and meaningful to you. There are 
no right or wrong ways to do this; I just want to know how you do it. 
Just press the continuous event recorder button when, in your judgement, one unit ends and a 
different one begins. Pushing the button will create an audible beep. 
The continuous event recorder button was connected to the audio dub track of the video tape 
recorder. Every press of the button placed a beep on the audio track of the video tape in direct 
relation to the video frame (or breakpoint) selected by the subject. 
When the tape wa<; replayed, the beeps sounded as the selected frame appeared on the monitor . 
The noted breakpoints were be collated and those frames that are selected by at least 25% of the 
subjects became the still frames for the second part of this research. Because of the differential in 
hand-eye coordination among subjects, an editorial decision had to be made in selecting many 
fran1es. In coding the results, it was determined there was, on average, a three tenths of a second 
delay between selecting a breakpoint and recording it using the continuous event recorder button. 
Still/Motion Video Experiment 
Twen ty-seven students enro lled in the research participation laboratory portion of Psychology 
1113, Elements of Psychology--Beg inning Course, volunteered as subjects in return for partial course 
credit. Lnstitutional Review Board Approval for using human subjects was obtained through the 
Psychology Department. 
One VC R 
One Video Monitor 
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One Narrated Motion Video Presenta tion (3:22 min .) 
One Narrated Still Video Presentation using only the selected breakpoint s (3:22 min.) 
27 Pre-Tests 
54 Questionnaires 
Des ign and Procedures 
The selected breakpoint frames from the Breakpoint Detennination Experiment were isolated 
using an off-li.ne video editing system and recorded as still images wider the same narration as used 
by the motion video presentation. The frame s appear on the screen at the same moment in the 
narration as they appear in the motion video presentation and remain w1til the next selected 
breakpoint frame appears at its point in the narration . 
Twent y-seve n subject s, 20 women and 7 men. were divided into four groups. The groups were 
scheduled from mid mornin g to mid afternoon in an attempt to eliminate biologi cal variables. All 27 
subject s were given the same pre-te st. In the laboratory , 14 subjects were exposed to the motion 
video presentation. The other 13 subjects were exposed to the still image video presentation. Three 
other subjects failed to fully complete the procedure and their data was discarded . 
The narration of the video presentations was designed to be very abstract. Industria l safety 
infonnation was drawn from abstracts located in the data base of the ABI Inform ProQuest on 
Business Periodicals Ondisc . The narrator was a professional broadcaster. As noted , the footage had 
been extracted from professio nal industrial video presentation s. It was believed the researc h 
subjects, whose average age was 19.74 years, would have little prior expos ure to thi s infonnation . 
There are a total of 2 1 sentences in the script . Except for two sentences, every sentence contain s one 
stati stical fact . Prior to their expos ure to each video presentation, subjects were instructed , "Please, 
watch the following video." 
It was believed results could be skewed considera bly using any other instruction . To tell the 
subjec t to watch tbe video as they would television would imply the subject should have a distra cted 
attention level. To suggest the subject view the video as a classroom trainin g expe rience would 
invoke a higher than nonnal attention leve l. 
After expos ure, each gro up was immedialely tested using the questionnair e. Forty-eight hour s 
later, the subjects were retested using the same questionnaire . 
The multiple choice questionaire was intended to gauge factual recall. A pre-test had been 
conducted to eliminate floor or cei ling effec ts. The target for correct response s to the 
que stionnair e after having viewed the video was 33% to 50%. The questions in Section I were 
randomized using a comput er randomization program to avoid patterned respo nses based upon the 
order of presentation of the facts within the narrati ve or through the placement of the multiple 
choice answers .. 
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Post Ho m~ 
lll e final step was the post hoc comparison of subject responses using variance analysis and 
qualitative techniques. 
~ 
The design was a two by two mixed model with two degrees of freedom. These were ( I) the two 
leve ls of video message fomrnts to whkh subjects are exposed and (2) the two levels of time at 
which subjects were tested, with time as the repeated measure. Because of the small sample 
population, Student-t distribution was used for the significance test . The actual calculations were 
done using a Lotus spreadsheet . 
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RESULTS 
~ 1;_ 
The hypothesis remains unsupport ed. 
Those viewing the motion video presentation scored higher on the immediate recall test than 
those viewing the video with breakpoints. They average 11.4 correct answers compared with 10.4 for 
the breakpoint stimulus group. However, an analysis of variance showed no statistically significant 
differen ces beween the moving and still image recall scores. 
~ll;_ 
The hypoth esis remains unsupport ed. 
Those viewing the motion video presentation scored higher on the48-hour delay recall test than 
those viewing the video with breakpoints. They averaged 9. 1 correct answers compared with 8.8 
for the breakpoint stimulu s group. However, after analysis for variance, the scores were shown not 
to be stati stica lly signifi cant . 
A con fidence leve l of 20 percent was obtained when comparin g the relative amount of data 
reca lled. Tite breakpo int grou p had less of a difference between its immediate average score and the 
48-hour delay average score. 
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CONCLUSION 
Memory Test Experiment 
While the hypotheses remain unsupported , seve ral obse rvation s emerged from the memory test 
expe riment. First, the 27 subjec ts who participated in the memory test expressed a strong preference 
for pictures in genera l and moving images in particular in the pre-test. Ninety-seven percent of the 
subjects agreed they "like lookin g at picture s," and a majorit y of these said they strongly agreed. 
One-hundred percent disagreed that "pictures are not interesting." of which 67 % strongly disagreed. 
They lik e video and television. Whi le only 8% agree with or are neutral to the statement that 
"radio is only good for music," 70% indicate that radio is not where most of their infonnation is 
obta ined . At the same time, 52% disagree and another 30% strongly disagree with the statement, "I 
would rather read statistical information than view it with pictures." Every subject thought that 
statistical informati on is eas ier to w1derstand when accompanied by pictures. 
Not only does 67% disagree, and another 26% strongly disagree with the statement , "Te levision 
and video is not a good place to learn abstract infonnation ," but 59% and 22% agree or strongly 
agree, respectively, that "using tele vision and video to learn detai led, hard to understand infonnati on 
is fun." 
It is moving images they prefer. Fifty-six percent agree that "Trainin g videos are more effective 
than slide presentations." For1y-eigh1 percent agree, and another 4% strongly agree, that the pictures 
used should relate "directly to the narration ." Only 18% disagreed or strongly disagreed. 
While this infonnati on was derived almost exc lusively from lower division W1dergraduates and 
cannot be genera lized across the entire population of t he United States, it suggests a strong indication 
of audience trends for the future of imaging resea rch. Even at a university, in an environment 
strongly orientated to the written text. its citizens want pictures. preferab ly pictures that move . 
ln the memory test expe riment using still and motion stimuli , there was not eno ugh subjects, or 
power, to yield statistically significant results. The subjects, who had an average education of 13.8 1 
years (sophomores iJ1 college), proved too diverse in their perfo rmance to be able to rule out chance 
as a factor in any results. 
Initiall y, tbe expe rimenter was conce rned that using students would not yield a demographic 
sample broad enough to be valid . Howeve r, analysis suggests 1ha1 the demographic spread among 
the subjects was too broad and contributed more variab les than could be contro lled. A pre-test for 
subject perfonnance, selecting only those subjects within a particular band of abili1y, could have 
yielded stati stically significant results. However, the results then would be difficult to genera lize 
beyond that selected group. The only way to validate this exper iment is to increase the number of 
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subjects many fold. An attempt to deten11ine the power necessary to achieve significance proved 
inconclusive. 
Despite the lack of statistical significance, severa l observations can be made about the 
expe riment. The hypoth eses were that subjects exposed to the still frame format would perfonn 
better on a memory recall test. Because cognitive effon is required to divide motion into 
breakpo ints, it was proposed that thjs effort would detract from the attention given 10 the narrati ve. 
Howeve r, it is possible that viewers of still frames may have to put even more effon into 
reconstructing a sequence of breakpoint s. despite the fact that Newtson suggested meaningfulness to 
the viewer is approximately the same for motion and still frame formats. 
Breakpoint Determination 
This breakpoi nt detennination exper iment was conducted for two reasons: One ( 1), to analyze 
breakpoints not as a tool of psychology , but as a tool of mass communication (What does a 
breakpoint look like?); and two (2), to create breakpoints for a video of still images to be used in the 
memory test expe riment. In analyzing the concept of the breakpoint , it occurs that the defin ition ofa 
breakpoint appears to parallel Cart ier-Bressson's definition of the decis ive moment in photography. 
Accord ing to Cart ier-Bresson, the decisive moment is when the elements of the composition 
selected in the viewfinder come together to form an image which conveys the greatest amount of 
meaning with the greatest amount of emot ion to the viewer. Newtson's research suggests a 
breakpoint is significantly diftere nt in composition than the previous frames and that , when isolated, 
is capable of being decoded by subjects who were not exposed to the original action event. 
Accord ing to Newtson , a breakpoint represents that moment when uncertainty as to the course of the 
ongoing action has been eliminated. 
For the photographer. the decisive moment is often measured in hundredth s parts of a second. 
Newtson de fined breakpoi nts as lasting from one to two seconds. In this expe riment they were 
calculated to have a duration of 0. 1 seconds to 1.4 seconds. It is possible this exper iment had a 
technolo gical advantage for matching the pulses from the continuous event recorder button directly 
to the frames selected . 
Newtson used 16mm film for his early research. That is projected at 24 frames per second. A 
deccxler would have to estimate the prec ise moment a frame was on the screen and the continuous 
event recorder button was pushed. Additionally, no record was loca ted as to how a coder would 
define a Newtson breakpoint. 
In the current researc h. video was used. This is projected at the rate of 30 frames per second. 
The pulse from the continuous event recorder button was recorded audib ly on the video sound track. 
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It allowed the coder to pause the tape each time the tone was heard on record the correct time as it 
was displayed on the screen. (Experimentation showed there was a 0.3 second delay between the 
coder hearing the tone and the video cassette recorder pausing.) For measurement purposes, the 
presentation was broken into one-tenth ofa second segments. As note, these time divisions appeared 
on the screen. One•tent h of a second represents three actua l video frames••Or for the purposes of 
referenc e, a frame/unit. For the purposes of this expe riment. a breakpoint was initiall y defined as all 
the continuous-event recorder button pulses which were contiguous with eac h other (i.e. 0.3. 0 .4, 
0.5) and represented selections by 25% of the subjects. In order to create enough breakpoints to 
meet the needs of pacing the still video presentation , the definition of a breakpoint was expanded to 
include frame/w1it selections which were not contiguous but closely clustered (i.e. 0 .1, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5. 
0.7). As noted , the expanded breakpoint s never exceeded 1.4 seconds in length before significant 
time gaps occurred. TI1e mean duration of a breakpoint in this exper iment was five tenths (0.5) of a 
second . 
How breakpoint s are selected appears to be highly selective among individuals, though a 
concensus is reaclily perceived when individual data is combined. Newtson's subjects averaged 52. 1 
breakpoint s selected over 5 minute s when given fine unit instructions. Subjects given gross unit 
instructions averaged 2 1.3 breakpoint selections over the same period . Fine unit subjects averaged 
10.42 breakpo ints per minute. Gross w1it subjects averaged 4.26 breakpo ints per minute. Subjects in 
this experiment were given fine unit instructions. They averaged 45 .45 breakpoint s over the 3:22 
minutes of video stimulu s, or 13.49 units per minute . However, the quantity of breakpoint s selected 
by individual subjects ranged from 15 to 72. or from 4.45 frames per minute to 2 1.36 frames per 
minute. Between these two individuals, there were only two breakpoint s upon which they agreed . 
The expe rimenter noted the most marked quality of their performance was the extremes of 
uncertaint y and confidence exhibited by the two personalities . 
Newtson noted in his use of the Eshkol•Wachman movement notati on system that subjects 
appear to monitor particular body pans ofa pani cipant in an event. In 29 of the 63 breakpoint s 
agreed upon in this expe riment , subjects appeared to be monitoring the movement of the hands. In 
one case the head was the only body pan moving and in two others, both the head and the hand were 
moving during the duration of the breakpoint. In another breakpoint , the foot taking a step appears 
to have stimulated subjects' selectio n of frame/units. The other breakpoint s involved scenes where 
most or all of the body was included in the frame. In these. body movement was the most notable 
movement. In one scene two men appeared as very small figures in the frame. In another, a man 
was visible only through the windshield of a moving vehicle. In both cases, no breakpoint s were 
agreed upon by the subjects. The same thing happened in an extre me close•up of hands typing. 
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As the video footage selec ted empha sized manufacturing tasks--tasks done primaril y with the 
hand s--and as the instructions referred to the behavior or other people. one cannot reac h any 
conclu sions abo ut the import ance of one body member ove r another in the creation of breakpoint s. 
TI1ere are four patterns which emerge from the breakpoint data : One ( I) the descending 
breakpoint in which a peak appea rs and is then followed by a desce nding number of selections; (2) 
the rising breakpoint in which selections increase toward a peak; (3) the scqucnlia l breakpoint in 
which no two individuals select the sam e frame unit , but enough are contiguous to indicate a 
consensus; and four (4) the spiked br eakpoint , in which many selections are registered in a single 
tenth of a second with no, or virtuall y no, nearby selections. 
Using Newtson's idea that a breakpoint occurs ju st after the momem uncertaint y bas been 
e liminat ed , it is possible to sugge st some reasons behind the four patterns. Consider Scene 12 in 
which a man is dippin g parts into and removing them from a vat (see appendi x I). Th.is begins at 
1:37: I minut es into the presentation. Within three-tenths second of the scene beginnin g, a subject 
mark s 1:37 :4. TI1en, four subjec ts all mark I :37:6. the man still reaching down into the vat but 
beginning to rise, as a breakpoint. Two more subjects mark the adjoining frame, I :37:7. It was not 
W1til I :38:5 that the hand with the part in it could actuaJly be seen, yet no one marked this moment. 
If the subjects were following the instructions of how to use the continu ous eve nt recorder button, 
they reac hed an understanding of the man 's action almost immediately and needed no more 
breakpoint s to define it, thus creating a descend ing breakpoint. 
As the man turn s and appears to be plac ing the part down on the counter, subjects again begin, 
one by one, to register selections which will define a new breakpoint. The first hit is at 1:40: I, 
another at I :40:3, two at I :40:4, and then three at I :40:5. Then, no more hits for four tenths seco nds, 
ending the breakpo int under tltis expe riment's definition. It is not until I :4 1: I, six-tenths seco nds 
later that the part is actuall y down on the counter and the man is releas ing his grip . It appears to be 
as Newtso n predicted, as the course of the part downward to the counter became more certain, more 
subjects registered the ir selections for a breakpoint. It also appears that, once virtuall y all 
uncertainty was eliminated, they needed no more breakpoints to de fine the action, thus crea ting an 
asce nding breakpoint . 
TI1e sequential breakpoint, in which subjec ts' selections are eve nly distributed appear when there 
is repetiti ve action, such as the woman composing type in scene 20 (2:40:7). l.n an earlier act ion, 
there is an extremely sharp ascending breakpo int as the woman closes the lid on her optical scanner. 
Only one more !tit occ urs after six subjects de fine 2:4 1 :6 as the peak. However, when the woman 
turn s to her computer, putt ing first her right hand, then her left on her keyboar d, there are only 
scattered selectio ns. As the typing begins, creation of a breakpo in t involving 45% oftb e subjec ts 
begins. Howeve r, on ly two frame/units out of seve n have more than a single selection. A near 
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majority of subjects agree something meaningful is happening, the data would suggest, but ju st when 
that decision is reached varies by individual. 
1.n another situation, when a man walks beside his pickup and slowly puts on his hat (2:5 1 :4-
2:5 1 :6), there is again even distribution of two selections over three sequential frame/units. There 
were only three sequential breakpo ints out of the 63. 
There was one spiked breakpoint registered in this experiment. Five subjects selected frame/unit 
1:50: 1. A man carries a piece of metal past the camera. The previous frame/w1it selected was 
1:49:8. TI1e subsequent frame/unit registered was 1:50:9. The man's head is cut off as he enters the 
scene. The part is the focal point of the camera. The man's stride and hands remain unchanged 
through the scene. This spiked breakpo int was registered the moment the man's eye becomes visible. 
The largest number of subjects to select a single frame/unit (2:06:0) was nine. A man reaches 
for a box on a warehouse shelf inserting his left ann behind the box as his right hand begins to move 
up from his side. Under the original defi.nition by this experiment , it would have been a spiked 
breakpoint. However, under the expanded definition, the contiguous frame/units, 2:06:2 to 2:06:6 , 
are cow1ted as part of this breakpoint. The apparent casualness of the man's action versus the 
strength of this response invites further study of multiple limb movement in the creation of 
breakpoints . 
Newtson, as reported in his experiments, never used a film or video with more than one actor. 
He was concerned a second person in the composition would introduce too many variables. As this 
experiment was an attempt to examine a rea l life viewing experie nce, in two scenes two individuals 
were shown. J.n each case it appears the research subjects showed little confusion defining the 
breakpo ints. In Scene 9 ( I : 10:4) , a man offers another man a computer printout. The rate of 
selection of frame units rise and fall without ambiguity. Man offers printout ( I : 11: I), both men hold 
printout ( I : 12:3), and other man remains holding printout as the first man turns away. While the 
peak selection of a single frame/unit was when both men held the paper, the bulk of the hits making 
up this ascending breakpoim occurred as the recipient was reaching for or not yet firmly holding the 
paper. 
Jf a spiked breakpoint indicates absolute certainty among subjects as to where the significant 
action occurs and a sequential breakpoint indicates a great uncertaint y as to where the peak of the 
breakpoin t is, then it couJd be hypothesized that the degree of increase or decrease in the ascending 
or descending breakpoint s is could be a measure of the efficiency of the breakpoint to communicate 
to the viewer. 
For example, an ascending breakpoint would indicate the bulk of subjects required more 
attendin g to the event before a significant number of subjects found it meaningful. A descending 
breakpoint would indicate a significant number of subjects found the breakpoint immediately 
understandabl e, with other subjects "catching on" a little more slowly. In order for such a measure to 
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be valid. a standard scale for rating frame/unit selection would have to be constructed. A value 
would be computed based upon the nwnber of decisions making up the breakpoint and the steepness 
of the slope associated with it when it is graphed. Should a spike of six frame/unit selections have a 
value greater than an ascending breakpoint of ten frame/unit selections which stair step from one to 
four selectio ns per I/ 10th second time division? 
The advantage of such a system is that a media researcher could analyze the effectiveness of a 
video scene; or select a point in the action to create a freeze frame. Such a scale could be the basis 
of measuring visual literacy by seeing how an individual selects breakpoints compared to a standard 
group of subjects who have already segmented the testing video. 
More importantl y, Deese noted that experimenters avoid using pictures in paired associate and 
similar tests because of the diffiuclt y coding pictures. A breakpoint meaningfulness or stimulu s 
scale could aid future researchers. 
ln mass communications and journalism , photographers and picture editors would benefit from a 
knowledge of breakpoint studies. Primarily, it offers a possible explanation as to why traditional 
profe ssional practices have evolved. Photographers and editors knew certain "tricks" worked, with a 
study of breakpoints, they can have a better idea why such things work. 
First, it suggests why there is the often observed difference between "good" and "bad" 
photographers. Some photographer s may not be capable of "seeing" a picture, no matter how good 
their reflexes or fast their motor drives are. Photography may not be a totally learned skill. 
Second, this experiment suggests the importance of people in the picture in order that viewers 
may monitor their body language as part of the message. The lack of any consensus when small 
figures or extreme close ups of body parts was presented suggests personality judgeme nts may be an 
important part of the message, as Zajon c (Zajonc 1980) noted. 
Third , the four types of observed breakpoint s suggests to still picture editors that there is no 
place for the ambiguous photograph if one is to communicate. When selecting images, the most 
communication appears to come, as Newtson first observed and as this experiment also indicates, not 
at the concluding moment of an action , but just before or just after. The dish just before it hits the 
floor has an inevitable destination. TI1e shards flying in all directions explains what must have 
happened. However, the dish, at the moment it touches the floor could just be laying there. 
Fourth, the inclusion of several people in a single picture need not distract from the message as 
long as it is clear as the action passed clearly from one actor to the other. 
This has immediate, practical applications for the photographer. photo editor and other image 
handler s in making editorial decisions. Frame grabbing for publication from Cable News Network 
will require a new type of picture editor. With the latest trend in television toward shorter and 
shorter cuts(essentially self-contained breakpoints). even film and video editors could better 
understand the decisions they now attribute to intuition and exper ience. 
33 
Of more interest to the experimenter is the possibilit y that breakpoint s can even be measured for 
meaningfulness or stimulu s potential . And, by extension. human subjecls can be measured for visual 
litera cy. As resea rchers delve deeper into dual coding and related subjects, being able to quantify a 
subject's band width of visual catego rization should aid measmement. 
The breakpoint creation experiment suggests that photojournalism's belief in the "decisive 
moment " is a lay expression of cogniti ve psychology's visual breakpoint . 111is prov ides 1he basis of 
many more mass communi cation research studies. 
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APPENDIX I 
BREAKPOINT SELECTION DATA 
BY 20 SUBJECTS 
Frame --Duration Scene Frame Time /Sec. 
I :7 
L1 
2:3 
2:5 
3:8 
4:8 
5.0 
(I) Cl/U welding torch 
Q.;_.fr (star1s to remove welding rod from metal ) 
r,_;z_ 
6:8 6:8 (touches hand to back of hclmet) 
ill Man Welding 
~6-~9~6:=9 __ 6_:9 (2) Man lifting welding he/met--1. I 
(no face showing , poor as slill photo~ go) 7.0 7:0 
7:1 7:/ 
LJ....LJ. 
M_M 
J..;j_]_;__S 
(hand leaves raised hclmel 
l.if! (hand leaves pic lu rc frame) 
8:0 
8: 1 
8:5 
9.4 9:4 
!!;5_ 
M 
2...8. 
!!;!t 
9:4 (3) Mu11 with hand 011 welding clllmp--0. 5 
5.2 
2.5 
1.7 
10:2 
10:3 
10:8 10:8 
J/:1 
ill man handlin g fram e 
LU. 
11.;1_ 
11.5 
1liJ. 
11:7 
11:8 
12: 1 
12:2 
12:3 
14:4 
14·, 
li:.fl 
J_1_;_Z 
15:3 
J..LJ 
16:2 
JJd 
J.fd. 
l.f0. 
10:8 
11:l II ·/ (4) Man raisingframe--0.'J 
11:5 
11:7 
(face covere d by metal frame sup port) 
/4.4 14·4 14·4 (5) Pu.'lhi11gfmmefonw1r d--0.3 
14:, 
(hand kavc picture frame) 
16:2 
(start s lo move away) 
(6) Man fuming away--0. 4 
37 
3/3 
1.8 
0. 7 
16:9 
no 
17:1 
17:4 
18:0 
16:9 
17:0 
17-1 
16:9 (7) Man w11I ki11,: around fram e--0. 2 
(face hidden hy supp or1 on metal frame) 
(face clearso ther sidcof frarm:) 
18 :1 (measuring top of frnme) 
18:3 
18:5 
18:6 18:6 
19 :1 19 :1 (hands brough t qu ickly dow n} 
1'l_;_4 
2.7 
~/~9:~6 _ _ ~ 1~9-~·6~~ /~9=·6 (8) Man starting to measurin g bottom of fram e--0. 9 2. 5 
19:7 19 7 
19:9 19:9 
2Q:J 2Q·/ 20:J (hand s swing to right o f picture frame) 
20:2 20:2 
20:1 20: i 
:liLJ 
20:6 
21: 7 
21:8 
ll__;!!_ 
(haud s brough! toge ther be low bo1tom ofpic lure frnmc) 
(hand s can be seen moving across bo11om of frame) 
~22~•-0 _ _ _ 2-2.~•0 (k fl hand reaches righl hand whic h holds lape measure) 
22. I 22: I 22: l (9) Ma11 with hands holdin g tape--0. 6 
ll_;_l 
ll_;l 
22:6 (right hand moving) 
22;7 
23:5 
2.0 
23 :6 ill man with Qh caliper 
ll__;.i 
ll;'}_ 
24.0 
24:1 
24:2 
li;_4_ 
li'1 
24:6 
24:8 
li;2_ 
25:4 
(right fornd p-0ised, pos !ure remain s unchanged until 24:9) 
24:0 24:0 
24.1 24·1 (10) Mun holdin g part to C1liper--J.4 
24:2 
24:8 
(rig ht hand bcgi ns to move) 
~ (righth andrc achcslcv,;-ro n calip,;-r) 
2Ji;jJ_ (rig ht hand b.cgins to pull leve r on ca liper) 
YU 
26:2 
2.2 
26.J 26:3 (// ) Man has le,·er on caliper pull ed half way--0. 7 0.3 
,M 
26:8 (righ1 hand leaves cal ip<-'r l<'vcr) 
26:9 
27:0 
27:3 
ll_;5_ 
27-7 
27-8 
2 7:9 
28.0 
( right hand rca, hingfo r co rnputer kcy) 
27:7 2 7:7 27:7 (12) Mau withfi111:er Q!lt:omp11tcrk ey--0.8 
27:8 
2 7:9 27· 9 (hand comes off compule r key) 
28:0 28:0 
38 
0.5 
28:/ 
28:2 28:2 
28:4 28:4 (hand halfway back to calip cr) 2R.4 
28:7 
I'H 
2!l_:1 
2.'1;j_ 
29:6 
29:9 
30:0 
{il woman with Q{; caliper 
lfl:.1 
30:6 
31:3 
3 1 :5 
31:9 
32:2 32:2 
ll;f,_ 
10:0 
(13) Woma11 with culiper--0.8 
(no chan ge in J)Osi1ion) 
(litling hand-hclcl caliper from work ) 
32:7 12:7 32:7 12:7 (14) Wommdooki11gatha11d-he/dcaliper--0.4 
32.9 32:9 
~]J~•~0 _ _ _.,1._1,.,,·Q (beg innin g to put calip.:r down) 
33:3 
33:9 33:9 33:9 (bringing hand up fro m caliper) 
34. 1 (li nger on writing pe n) 
lM 
li;2 (pen being raised) 
J.1..;JJ. (pe n abo ve paper) 
2.8 
2.2 
34:9 U:9 (/5) Woman holdiug pen oi·er pt1per--0.5 4.6 
li;_O 
J U 31: / 
35:3 
35;5 
35:7 
35:9 
36: 1 36: 1 
36.6 36:6 
36:7 
36:8 
(woman writ ing) 
37:0 37:0 
37 :1 
(ca mera begins zoo m in on pen) 
37:5 (blurred d ose-up of pen writing) 
38:00 
l'MJ. 
.J'.!;J_ 
19:2 
(pen in process ofbei 11g lain down. poised owr pap cr) 
(han d leaves pen) 
J2;_] 
19:4 
19. 5 
J.!UJ. 
39:R 
40:3 
41:1 
41:3 
11.;_1_ 
41..2 
4 2:0 
4 2: 1 
4 2:3 
19:2 
39: 4 
39:1 39·1 
39:R 
(16) Womtmjust Jai11 Jm,w pe11--0. 9 
ill overall minin~ 
(17) O,·erllll ofmi11e w/snw/1 mtm- -NIA 
(Came ra pull s bac k from shot of d reJ gc at wor k to long shot of 
small fi~ur.::s at work o n ~rim hok 100 1 rig. ['hough no co ns.;nsu~ was 
reached by subjects. a sho1 was sek ckd to satisfy 1cch nical needs .) 
39 
2.0 
5.7 
42:9 
45:0 
45:3 
45:7 
/ 
45:8 (can s.::c men al work) 
46:2 
46:6 
il_;_()_ 
47:1 
.(fil two men with tool 
47:2 
47:/ 
1M. 
47.9 
48:0 
48.1 48:1 
48:3 
48:7 48:7 
48:9 
47:2 (/8) Mun pulling Jool 11-ire--0.4 
47'3 
48:7 ( first man walks out offrarn c) 
49:4 (scco nd man a1 log truck facing away from carncra0 
50:0 (seco nd man starts to tum 1oward catIB:ra) 
50:3 50·3 
5Jl;,1 (19) Man carrying too/--0.2 
50:5 50·5 
50.8 
50:9 50:9 
51.0 
51:6 51:6 
5 1:7 
52:3 
52:5 
)3:5 
55:5 
(seco nd ma11 moves c loser to camera) 
(s..:cond rm11 dominates frame) 
4.4 
5.9 
55:6 
i!,_;_Q 
56:2 
ffi Two men hoisting tool 
56: 
Sfll.1. 
J!j;_5 
HU 
56:9 56:9 
57:2 57:2 
57.4 
57:7 
57:8 
58:6 58:6 
58:7 
59.5 
59:6 
59:8 
59:9 
1:00:1 
1:00:9 
1:0 1:6 
1 :01:8 
1 :01 :9 
l:02:0 
l :02 ·/ 
1:02:1 
56: 
(secon d man 1urns away) 
(s.:co nd man leaves frnm..:) 
/·02: / 
/·02-3 
1:02:5 1:02:5 
I :02:7 I :02:7 I :02:7 
(20) Two men hoisti11g llJol--0. 5 5.R 
(fil man puttin ~ tool in hole 
(2 1) Man holding 100/ 1·erticully--0.J 4.3 
40 
102.9 
1:03:1 
1:03:2 
/ 
I :03:3 I :03:3 (fin;l man pushi11g tnol 1oward hole) 
1:03:6 
I :04:0 I :04:0 1 ;04:0 (first man holds lool direct ly over hole) 
1:04:6 
I :05:5 I :05:5 (loo] hcgi1111ing lo drop into hoh: slow ly) 
"1."'•0,c6.,• J __ .,_J,_,·0s,6,_,_· f (rat.-, of desce nl increas.:s) 
/·06·2 /·06·2 
"l .a,·0,i.6c1·4~_ .1.l '1:0m6'-'!.:4 (22) Man puttitrK tool down ho/e--0.9 
J :06: 5 (hand release s 1001 M<l beg ins to fall back) 
J :Q6: 7 (desce nding hand clea rly seen) 
/:06:8 
1:06:9 
/:0 7:0 (hand reaches side ) 
1:07:3 1 :07:3 (hand al side) 
I :07:6 (ca n1crn pans away from man !o c los.: up of only 1001 descend ing) 
[:()8:2 
1:09:3 
I :10:3 
4. 7 
1:10 :4 
/:/0:8 
{2} men with printout 
l:l/:0 
l :J/ :l 
l :J/: 2 
l :ll :4 
l :J/ :7 
l:J/:8 
l :J/ :9 
/:/2 :0 
/:/ 2:2 
1:/2 :1 
/:/2 :5 
/ :/ 2:6 
1 :\3:0 
];j_J_;J_ 
/ :/1:3 
1;13_;.1_ 
/ : /1:1 
/: /1:7 
U3.;2_ 
1:14:1 
/:/0:8 
l:11 ·0 
/:II :/ (23) Second man offering prillfout--0 .6 
(new brcakpoi111) 
/ :/2·2 
/:/2: 3 1:12:3 (24) Both m e11 holdi11g pri11Wut-0. 9 
/:/2:6 
(third man 1unis from ca mera) 
J·/ 1:3 
(25) Third ma11 begins to tum lo camera--0. 6 
/ :/1:5 
1:/3:7 
(seco nd man has left pic1urc fr.tme) 
I: 14:3 (third man wrncd back to hanrloul) 
1:14:9 
1:15: 1 
1:15:3 
1:15:9 
1:16:7 I :16:7 (man op.:ns printout) 
1.2 
I . I 
5.0 
1:17:0 .(lfil tool truck moving 
1:17:4 
1:17:5 1:17:5 t:17:5 
1:17:7 
1:17:S 
1:18:0 
1l;_,:lu 8c,:2'- - -'J"-·lu8'-'-':2 (s,:coml vc hiclc b..:comcs visihl..:) 
J...;JM (26) Logging truck 011 road--11/a 12.8 
11.,,:fw8c..: SL_ _ _.,Jec: [._,8,,__.,: S (only 14 subjec ts marked a breakp oint 1n this sequence) 
41 
1:20:3 
1:27: I 
1:30:5 
1:30:5 
/ 
O..D man painting 
~1·=1=0-~·9 __ ~1~• 1~0=:9 (face corn1Jklcly hidden hehincJ suppor1, but am1 can be seen moving) 
U1..;_0 
/ :JI: / 
1· 11:1 
1:31:4 
f_;Jj_;J_ 
1:31;8 
1:31:9 
1 ·31: I I · ii :2 
1·31:1 
(whole face becomes visible) 
1 :32:1 1:32: 1 
(27) Man paintin g hehindfrum e--0.6 
(in frame above. one-half of face is visible) 
I :32:4 I :32:4 I :32:4 (man painting lx:sidc fr~mc) 
1:32:5 
1 :32:7 
1:32:9 
1:34:3 
I :35:5 1 :35:5 (man painling beside frame) 
1:35:8 
1:36;0 
1:36:] 
6.4 
1:37:1 illl man l!..iJmini: J!l!.ill 
LlM 
1:37:6 
J-17-7 
f_;J]_;_8_ 
J..;.l]_;')_ 
1:38:4 
/ :3 7:6 / : 17:6 /:3 7:6 (28) Man reucl1i11,: into va/--0.5 
1:37:7 
I :38;5 1 :38:5 (part cleating val) 
1:38:9 
1:39:0 
LJ.f};_J_ 
LJ.!l;_3 
J-40·4 
J-40:5 
1 :40:9 
1 :41 :0 
1 :41:1 
1:4/: 5 
1:4/ :6 
1:41:7 
1 :39:0 
1:40·4 
l:40·, 1·40:5 (29) Selling part do»'ll--0.4 
I :4 1: I (rckascs grip on part) 
.l~:4=1=:8~ __ 1~:4-1~:R (30) Reaching for 11ew part --0.3 
1:42:1 
1:42:3 
1·42 ·5 
1:42:7 
1:42·8 
l:43·2 
/:44:1 
l :43·4 
LJ.LJ. 
1:43:7 
1:41·8 
1:44:1 
1:44:1 
I..:.44:.l. 
1:42·7 
1:42·8 1·42:8 (JI) New p ur l showing--0.3 
(new breakpoint) 
J-41-3 
l :43:4 (32) New p " rt m 1er 1·at--0. S 
J-43;8 
1:44:3 
42 
2. 9 
/ .3 
1.0 
0.6 
1.2 
/ 
1:44:5 
J__;1_4_;_(,_ 
1:44:7 
(33) Loweri11,: part into ,,at--0. 6 0. 9 
LJ.LJi. 
1:45:0 
l :4i:4 
l:4i:i 
1:45:6 
1:41:8 
1:46·7 
l.Lll man taking pJ!!:! 
1·41-i (34) Ma11 taking part off pl"tillg nwchiue--0.4 
l:4i·6 
1:45·8 
I :46:3 I :46:3 I :46;3 (man turnin g Iowan! camcra) 
1:46:4 
1:46:7 1:46:7 
1 :46:9 
I :47:2 
I :47:3 (man walking with part ) 
1:49:0 
I :49:2 
4.6 
1:49:4 L!f} man carrying om 
1:49:5 
I :49:8 
f-iQ:l 
1:50:9 
1 :51 :2 
1:51:J 
1:51 :7 
1 :52:5 
1:52 :7 
1·53·3 
1:50:I 1·50:J 1: 50:J 1:50:/ (35) Mau carrying part--0.05 3.3 
J:iJ:3 
1:53:4 
1:53:5 
l·U·4 1·51:4 1·53:4 1·53·4 (36) Putting part Oil sl,elf (.,;ide 11iew).-0.I 0.9 
@ man putting .!!I! Pl!.[! 
];53:8 
1:54:0 
J-i4·2 
J-54-3 
1·54:4 
UH 
I :55:2 
1-q:2 1·54:2 
I :55:3 (ma n pulling part up on shdf) 
I :56:5 
(37) Putting part 011 .'ihelf(fro11t ,,iett1--0.5 
I :56:6 (man S<Ctting part finnly down on she lf) 
1:57:0 
I :57:4 
l.;5_1.;1_ 
J_;_il_;'j_ 
J·i8:0 
1:58:1 
/:i8·0 1:18:0 
1:58:4 ] :58:4 
(38) Man wa/ki11g uway--0.4 
] :58:6 I :58:6 I ;58:6 ((lc-aving area. back to camcrn) 
1:64: 7 
3.8 
4.4 
2:01:2 1.1.fil man movine boxes 
2:01 :9 
2:02:0 
2·02:2 
2:02:3 
2·02:4 
2:02:i 
2:02:7 
2:02:0 (helling bo:~) 
2·02·2 
2:02:4 2:02:4 (39) Man loweri111: hox--0. 7 
2:02:9 2:02:9 (box direc1ly over pallet) 
43 
3.6 
2:03: 1 
2:03:2 
2:03:7 2:03:7 2:03:7 2:03:7 (box fini1ly down on palkr) 
2:04:3 
2:04:S 
2:05:2 
2:06:0 2:06:0 2:06:0 2:06:0 2:06:0 2:06:0 2:06:0 2:06:00 2·06 :0 
2·06:2 
2:06:3 
2:06:5 
2:06:6 
2:07:0 
2·08:0 
2:08:/ 
2:08:2 
2:08:3 
2:09:2 
2:09:3 
2:09:4 
frame above (40) Reaching for 11e.x:1 box wit/, left lumd- -0. 6 2.0 
2:08:0 
(end hr(•akpoint) 
2·09 :2 2·09:2 
2·09:1 
(41) P11/li11g 0111 next box--0.2 
(42) lowering h<JX to pallet--0. / 
(veiy similar to break1>0int 2:02:4) 
1.2 
0./ 
ill} man stamping metal 
2:09:7 
2:09:9 2:09:9 (ma n bending piece) 
2: 10:1 2: 10:1 
2: 10:S 
2:10:7 
2:10:9 
2:/l·l 
2:11:2 
2:1 1:5 
2:/0:9 2·10:9 (43) Ma11 he11di11g piece--0. 3 4.6 
2: 11 :9 2: I I :9 2: 11 :9 (action 1101 cka r, note increase in breakpoint s as subjcc1s scrtrch for infonn:ilion) 
2: 12: 1 2: 12: 1 
2: 12:7 2: 12:7 
2:12:8 2: 12:8 
2: 13:7 
2:13:8 
2: 14:3 
2: 14:4 (moving away from machine) 
2: 14:6 (ligluly losses part. both hand s on p:irt) 
2: 14:9 
2:/5:/ 
LJ.Ll 
2:H:4 
2·/ ,; 
2:H:6 
2:/5: 7 
2·/5:8 
2: 16:4 
2: / 5: / 2: J 5: / (man turning so partly facing camern) 
2· 5·5 2:15:5 (44) Man complete~!' turned to camera--0. 7 
(left hand rd eascs part) 
2: 17:0 2: 17:0 (palt poiscdover thet ahlc) 
2:17: 1 
2:17:2 
2:17:5 
2:17:7 2:/ 7:7 
,2,..,:]c,7...,·8c_ _ _;2~:Iu7=:8 (45) P111ti11g part down--0. 7 
2·/ 7·9 
2·/8·/ 
2: 18:2 
2·18·1 2:/R·l (man releas.:spalt) 
2: 18:S 2: 18:5 
2: 18:8 
2:19,-
44 
2.3 
2.0 
~2:~/~9-~-6~_ ~2..,:JL9.,,:6 (46) Botlt lumds 011 new pun --0.2 2.4 
2 •/9:8 2·19:8 2·19:8 2·19:8 (mantumin g lowan lma chinc withnewpartwhi chkOh ;uulha s 
2:20: 1 2:20: 1 jusl rclcased. picture too blurred lo make good slill im.1.gc, but urlll.::r.;landablc 
in mot io n) 
2:20: 3 
2 :20 :4 
2:20 :6 
2:20:3 (man walki ng to machine) 
2:21 :7 (reac hes mach ine) 
2:22 • J (cam (."ra beg ins rap id zoo m for d ose- up o f hand~ worki ng) 
~2-=·2=2=·2~- -2~:2=2=:2 (47) Ma11 almost i1uer1i11g neH" part;,, ma c/Jine-0.4 4.5 
LJ.LJ. 
2:22:4 
2:22:5 
2:22:8 (co mpletes zoo m) 
2:23 :1 
2:23:2 2:23:2 (hand moves. inserting part) 
2:23:6 
2:24:3 2:24:3 (posi tioning part) 
2:25 :4 
2:25:8 
2:26:1 2:26:1 2:26: 1 (bending part up) 
2:26:5 
2:26:7 
2:26:9 
2:27:0 
2:27:l 
2:2 7:2 
2:27:5 
2:27:7 
2:28:0 
2:28:3 
2:28:4 
2:3 1:8 
2:32:l 
2:32:2 
2:32:3 
2:32:4 
2:32:5 
2:33 :5 
2:33:9 
2:34:3 
2:34:6 
2:3 4:8 
2:35:/ 
2:35:2 
6.4 
2:35:3 
2:35:8 
2:36:J 
2:37:5 
2:38:2 
2:38;5 
2:39: 4 
2 :40 :7 
2:40 :7 
2:40:9 
2·41:/ 
2:41:3 
2:41:4 
il!!.} woman settin~ t~ 
2:27:0 
2:2 7: I (48) Pa1111i11g hack of type.'~etter at compuler-•0 .3 5.3 
2:27:5 (No hands o r face can be see n. Action no1101111ly clea r to no n-1yix,sc11cr.) 
2:32:3 
2:.12:4 (49) Pam1i11K hack of type~·e11er-0. 4 2.8 
112.l woman's hands !YniJ!l: 
(50) Close up oflypi11K ha11ds--0.2 
(no consensus as 10 which frame is a breakpoint. the aclion is n-pcti livc. 
hut rhe r(• is no de fined ch:rnge belwcc n action unils. o ne subjec t 1ricd to selec t 
eve ry strukc. ot hers made no sclcc 1ion.) 
afil woman composin~ 
2·41:J 2:41:/ (begi ns1odoselu l) 
2:41:4 
45 
2:1/:5 
2:4/:6 
LJj_;_J_ 
2:41:6 2·41·6 2:41:6 2·41·6 (51) Wonum lowerin,: sca1111er lid--0.6 3.8 
2:42:0 (woman turn s lo moni1or) 
2:42:5 2:42:5 (reaching for kcyboanl) 
2:42:9 
2:43:0 
2:43: I (right hand on keyboard ) 
2:43:5 
2:44:0 (both hand s on keybo ard) 
2:44 :1 
2:44 :3 
2:44:4 
2:44 :5 2:44 :5 (bo1h hands on keyboard, cy.:s loo king up a1 monitor) 
2 :44:7 
2·41:/ 
2:45:3 
2·45:4 
(typin g beg ins) 
(52) Both haml s typing--0.8 2.2 
2:45:5 
2:45:6 
LJJ_;_J_ 
2:41:9 
2:46 :7 
2:47:3 
LJ.l..;i 
2:47 ·6 
HZ_;_J_ 
2:47:8 
2:47:9 
2:48:/ 
2:45-9 
2:4 7:3 
ill} man leaving truck 
2:4 7:6 2:47:6 (53) Ope11i11g truck door--0.8 
2:47'9 
2:48:3 
2:48:5 (kn foot hirsgro und ) 
2:48:7 
2:48:8 (right foo t appear.. under I ruck door. poised ove r g rou111l) 
2:49 :0 
2:49 :3 
2:49 :6 2:49:6 ( man d ('arS open cloor) 
2:50 :3 
2:50 :5 
2:11:4 
2:11:5 
2: 11:6 
2:11·4 
(54) Man walking um/ pullin g 011 liut-0. 2 
3.9 
1.7 
l11l man l!! back Qf truck 
(mari1um s lowanlh ole) 
2:i" : / 2:5 : / {bcgins ro 1akcs1e p) 
2:52:1 
2:52:7 
2·52:9 
2; 13:0 
2·5 :I 
2·51·2 2: 51·2 2: 5]:J 2·53:5 (55) Ma,i curryi11g loo/, stridiugfmwurd--0.5 3. 7 
2:53:9 
2:54:0 
2 :54:1 
2:54:6 
2:55 :7 
2:56 :1 
2:56:3 
b.if1.;Z 
2:56·8 
2:53:9 
(raising 100 110 ncar w rtical) 
~2~·5-6.~·9 __ ~2~: 5_6~·9 (56) Tool poised Ol' er lwle--0.3 
46 
0.9 
2:57:0 
2:57:4 
2:57:5 
(too l desce nds) 
(new brea kpoint) 
2:57:5 2:5 7:5 
2·5 7:6 
frame. ) 
2:57:7 
(Tcc hn ical qu:ili1y o f frame forn· d use of b rcak1)0int below insrc:ul of 1his 
2:5 7:R 
2:59 :5 
2:59:7 
3:02:5 
3:02:6 
3:02:9 
3:03:2 
2:5 7:7 
2:5 7:8 (5 7) Mt111 lowering tool i,ito lwl e--0. 4 
3:03 :3 (turnin g from ho le. kfl leg moving) 
~3•=·0~4•=·0~- -3-:0~4:0 (hand on hatch of pickup shc!I) 
1:04:2 
J.Jl1.;_3 
3:04:4 
1:04:5 
3:04:6 
3JH.;]_ 
3:05 :1 
3:04:5 
3·04:6 1:04:6 (58) Raising hatch of truck .,·hell--0. 7 
3:05 :3 3:05:3 (moving away hand after raising hatch) 
3:05 :4 
3 :05 :7 
3·06·0 
3:06:/ 
1:06:2 
3:06:1 
3:06:6 
( ldl hand !ouchcs tai lgat..:ofpi ckup) 
1:06·1 
(59) Man lemri11,: im o truck--0.3 
1:06·3 
3:06:9 (man b eg ins 10 s1all(I up . no limbs see n) 
3:07 :1 
3:07:8 (man beg ins to lc:rn hac k into truck, no limbs st,(cn) 
3:08 :6 
3:08:8 
3:09: J 
3:09: 4 3:09:4 (leaning fanher into back oft mc k) 
3:09:5 
3:09:8 
3:09:9 
~1-:J~0-:2~ -- 1~:J~0~:2 (pe ncil beg ins lo move) 
J_;__[Q;_3 
6.R 
1.6 
4.2 
~1~: /~0~.-4~ -~ 1=: f~0~:4 (60) Man poi11ti11,: at comput er with peucil--0.] 4. 7 
3:10:5 
3: 10:8 (pencil pointing a t scree n beg ins to descc nd) 
3:11:0 3: 11:0 (pencil desce nding) 
.3:11:4 (manha s tum ed roward camcra) 
3:11:8 
3: 12: 1 
3: 12:2 3: 12 :2 (man loo king al othe r man) 
3: 12:3 
.3:12:6 
3: 12:7 
3:13: 1 
3: 13:3 
3 :13:8 
(man looking back at scn:cn) 
3:14:4 
LJ.4;!I_ 
3:H·0 
(man beg ins 10 turn from picture ld l to righc) 
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a±} man J!! draftin~ table 
3:I U 
3· 1"2 
3:/ 5:3 
3:15:5 
3:H: 6 
3: I U 1·15:/ (6 1) Man lookin g at dra wi11g.-;--0.8 
~1:_1~5•~· 7 __ ~3~: /~5~: Z (looking a1 olhcr side o f drafling table) 
3: 15:9 
3: 16:2 3: 16:2 
3: 16:4 (in ne.l(t fmmc. right hand begins lo move) 
~1.-· /~7·-· 1 __ ~1~: 1~7~: I (righ 1 hand has reached h:tl sid.: ofpi clure frn.mc) 
3: / 7:Z 
Lll;J 
3:/ 7:4 
3: 17:S ]: 17:5 1:17:5 (62) M a,r nwrki11g 011 drawi11g--0.8 
Z.4 
3 .. 1 
3: / 7:6 
3:17·7 
3:19:9 
1:Z0:8 3:Z0:8 (63) Ma,r mm·i,,g right hand back acro.,·s desk--0. 7 1.8 
3_;lJl.;J_ 
1:Z/ :0 
1:Z/ :1 
1:Z/ :3 
1-21:4 
1:Z/ :5 
3 :22:0 
3:22:4 
3:22:6 
(kfi hand begins 10 move) 
(lctl hand po ised ovc-r righr silk of desk) 
(hand o n desk) 
( righ1 hand moving) 
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APPENDIX II 
MEMORY TEST 
NARRATION SCRIPT 
TEST VIDEO 
rcYiscd 12/26/93 
TI ME:3 :22 min. 
/JRF:AKPOI NT II 
tOVER TEN -THO lJSANpl AME RICAN WO RKER S 
W ILL DIE2 AND SIX-M ILL)ON2 W ILL SUFFER J DISAB LI NG 
WORK-RELATED INJURIES T HIS YEA R.4 T HE A- F-L-C- 1-0 
ESTIMATES .j HOW EVER, T HE NUMBER OF ACC ID ENTA L6 
DEATH S70N THE JOB IS THE LOW EST, ACCORD INGs TO 
TWENTY -FOlJR3 EVEN t0T HOUGH , TODAY. A LMO ST QN1'c 
HUNDRED-FIFTY// M!.!..L!.ill,!4 AMER ICANS t 2 ARE 
EMPLOYED ./ J 
WORK EXPERIENCE,/4 AGE AND LITERACY LEVEL 
ARE/j STRO NG PREDICTO RS OF W HICH WORKERS ARE 
MOST LIK ELY TO BE KILLED OR INJURED./6 FORTY-EIGHT 
PER ENTS / ~F ACC ID ENTS HA PPEN TO WORKER S IN 
THE IR FIRST YEAR OF EM PLOYM ENT.t s IN CA LIFOR NIA, 
A LMOST FORTY PER CENT OF / 9 WORKERS INJURED ON T HE 
JOB ARE BETW EEN THE AGES OF TWENTY AND TWE NTY-
NINE YEARS OLD 6. 20ACC ID ENTAL INJURIES A RE THE 
SIXTH 7 MOST COMMO N CAUS E OF DEATH IN PEOPLE21 
OVER SIXTY -FIVE . FOREIGN-BORN22 WORKERS 
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CONSTITUTE TWELVE PER CENTS OF ON-THE-JOB 
DEATHS .23 _ 24 _ 25 
SOME TASKS HAVE AN OBV IOUS POTENTIAL TO 
KILL APPROXIMATELY 26THREE-THOUSAN D SIX-
HUNDRED9 WORKERS DIE EACH YEAR IN CAR AND TRUCK 
ACCID ENTS. OTHER TASKS KJLL YEARS LATER AND EACH 
CANNOT BE COUNTED AS AN ON-THE-JOB DEATH .27 AN 
ESTIM ATED SIXTY-THOUSAND 10 PEOPLE DIE ANNUA LL Y 
FROM DECA DES OF CHEMICAL2s EXPOSURE. FIFfY-DVO 11 
CANCER29 DEATHS EACH YEAR30ARE THOUGHT TO BE31 
CAUSED BY 32 LOW-LEVEL RADIATION33 EXPOSURE,34 
AGA IN, ACCUMULATED OVER YEARS OF LABOR. 35 
SOME JOBS 36 ARE LINKED TO PARTICULAR 37 TYPES 
OF fNJURJES. TOE. FOOT AN D LEG 38 INJURJES ACCOUNT 
FOR TWENTY PER CENT 12 OF ALL ON-T HE-JOB39 INJURIES. 
OVER ONE-HALF 13 OF T HESE CLA IMS40 ARE MADE BY 
PEOPLE WORKING IN4/ WARE HOUSING.42 AT THE SAME 
TIME,43 REPETITIVE MOT ION TASKS RESULT IN ON.Ee 
HALFl4 OF ALL WORK PLACE44 ILL NESSES REPORTED TO 
THE45 OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH 
ADM INISTRAT ION.46 MANUFACTURING EMPLOYEES 
GENERATE47 NTNETY PER CENT 15 OF THESE REPEATED 
TRA UMA CLA IMS. 
4sOF EVERYONE EMPLOYED IN THE UNITED 
STATES. FIFrEE N TO TWENTY PERCENT16 A RE AT RISK49 
OF DEVELO PING CA RPAL TUNNEL SYNDROME50--JUST ONE 
OF THE REPETITIVE MOT ION DISORDERS.51 
50 
ACC IDE NTS COST MORE THAN LI VES. TH E52 
AVERAG E BUSINESS MOTOR VE HICLE ACC ID ENT 53 COSTS 
EIGHT-THO USAN D N INE- HUN DRED EIGHTY-SIX 17 
DOLLARS. 54 FOR A TOTAL OF FIFTEE N POINT TW055 
.Ml1,JJQN I 8_DOLLA RS IN LOST PRODUCTIV ITY 
ANNUALLY.56-5 7 OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEAL TH 
A DMINISTRATION FINES A RE BETWEEN T EN-THOUSAN D5s 
AND SEVENTY -TH OlJSAN D 19 DOLLAR S59 FOR REPEATED 
AND WILLFUL V IOLAT IONS.60 ULT IMATELY , THE LOSS TO 
PRODUCT IVITY FROM UNSA FE WORK PLACES TOTAL S6t 
FORTY-E IGHT POIN T SIX BILLI ON20 DOLLARS62 PER 
YEAR.63 
-30-
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APPE NDIX 111 
MEMORY TEST 
PRE-TEST 
Revise d 1/22/94 
Male 
Years of Educ : 8 9 
Female Age ____ _ 
II 12 13 14 15 16 
Occupation ___ _ __ _ 
I . Pictures should be used in delivering abstract infonnation only when the pictures related dir ectly 
to the narr ation. 
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
( I) (13) (8) (3) (2) 
2. I always collect a lot of facts about an issue before I actually make up my mind. 
Strongly agree Ag ree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
(4) ( II ) (5) (7) 
3. Pictures are not interesting to me. 
Strongly agree Ag ree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
(9) ( 18) 
4 . Using telev ision and video to learn deta iled, hard to understand infonn alion is fun. 
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
(6) ( 16) (3) ( I ) ( I ) 
5. Te lev ision and video is not a good place lo learn abstract information. 
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagr ee S1rongly Disagree 
(2J ( 18) (7) 
6. I often use the phrase. "I see what you are saying." 
Strongly agree Ag ree Neuiral Disagree Strongly Disag ree 
(5) (8) (10) 4 (3) ( I ) 
7. I like lookin g at pictures. 
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Strong ly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disag ree 
( 15) ( II ) ( I) 
8. I wou ld rather read stati stical information than view it with pictures. 
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disag ree 
(2) (3) ( 14) (8) 
9. A slide show is a mu ch more effecti ve medium than video. 
Stro ngly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
( I) (8) ( 15) (3) 
10. How one fee ls abo ut an issue is more important than knowin g a lot of facts. 
Strongly agree Agree Neutra1 Disagree Strongly Disagree 
(3) (7) ( 12) (5) 
11. I ofte n use the phrase, "I hear what you are say ing." 
Strong ly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
(5) (7) (12) (4) 
12. Most of my infonnati on comes from radio . 
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
( I) (5) (2) ( 17) (2) 
13. Training videos are more effect ive than slide prese ntation s. 
Strongly a!,1Tee Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
(2) ( 15) (9) 
14. Statistical informati on is eas ier to understand when it is accompanied by 
pictur es. 
Strong ly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
( 12) ( 15) 
15. Radjo is on ly good for music. 
Stro ngly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
( I) ( I) (20) (5) 
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\6. In any presentation of abstract infonn ation, is important to have photographs. even if those 
photograph s do not direc tly illustrate the commentary delivered at the same moment. 
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
( I) (6) (11) 4 (8) ( I ) 
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Appendix IV 
MEMORY TEST 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
Revised I /22/94 
Formal: M S 
Male Female Age ~ ----
Years of Educ: 8 II 12 13 14 
Occupation ~ ------
I . How many American workers die each year on the job ? <1) 
IS 16 
A. Over 6,000 B. Over 7,500 C. Over 10,000 
2. Approximately how many worker s die each year in vehicular accidents? (?) 
A. 1,200 B. 2,400 C. 3.600 
3. How many workers die each year from the effec ts of long-tenn chemical expos ure? oo) 
A. 6,000 B. 60,000 C. 6,000,000 
4 . For people ove r 65, acc idental deaths rank in what place as the most common cause of death ? <7) 
A. 6th place B. 9th place C. 12th place 
5. Toe, foot and leg injuries account for what percentage of on-the-job accidents? l 12l 
A. 20% B. 22% c. 25% 
6. Repetitive mot ion tasks result in what fraction of all work place illnesses reported to the 
Occupational Safety and Hea lth Admini strat ion? c14> 
A. 1/4 B. 1/3 C. 1/2 
7. What percentage of peop le employed in the United States are at risk of develop ing Carpa l Tunnel 
Syndrom e? cit-J 
A. 5%- 10% B. 10%- 15% C. 15%-20% 
8. Fi.ues for repeat ed, willful safety violation s assessed by the Occ upationa l Safety and Hea lth 
Administration cover what range? c111> 
A. S1,000- $7,000 B. SI0 ,000- $70,000 C. S 100,000 - $700,000 
9. Immi grants account for what percentage of on-the-job dea1hs'! (3) 
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A. 6% B. 9% C. 12% 
10. In California, forty per cent of accidents happen to workers between which ages? <61 
A. 18-24 B. 20-26 C. 20-29 
11. How much does the average commer cial motor vehicle accident cost? <17l 
A. $6.898 B. $8,986 C. S9,868 
12. TI1e number of on-the-job ac cidental jobs are the lowe st since which year? <3> 
A. 1907 B. 1924 C. 1988 
13. Workers with less than one-year of experience account for what percentage of accidents ? l5J 
A. 29% B. 48% C. 65% 
14. How man y American workers suffer disablin g injurie s eac h year? <2l 
A. 6 Million B. 7 Million C. 16 Million 
15. Commercial motor vehicle accidents annually cost American business how much in lost 
productivity? (lSJ 
A. S 15.2 million B. $25. 1 million C. S52. I million 
16. What percentage of all repeated trauma claims are filed by manufa cturi ng employees ? <15J 
A. 36% B. 60% C. 90% 
17 Loss in produ ctivity from unsafe work places in the United States total s how much per yea r? r.oi 
A. $48.6 billion B. $64.8 billion C. S86.4 billion 
18. What fraction of toe , foot and leg injuries are made by people work ing in ware hous ing? <13l 
A. Over 1/8 B. Over 1/4 C. Over 1/2 
19. How many cancer deaths among American wor kers eac h year are attributable to long-tenn , 
accumulated exposur e to low- leve l radiation ? <11> 
A. 52 B. 102 C. 172 
20 Approximatel y how man y Americans are emp loyed ? <4l 
A. 50 million B. 150 million C. 250 million 
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I. C. Ove r I 0,000 
2. C. 3,600 
3. B. 60,0 00 
4 A. 6th Place 
5. A. 20% 
6. C. 1/2 
7. C. 15-20% 
8. B. SI 0,000 - $70,000 
9. C . 12% 
10. C. 20-29 
II . B. $8,986 
12. B. 1924 
13. B. 48% 
14 . A. 6 million 
15. A . S 15.2 milli on 
16. C. 90% 
17. A. $48.6 billion 
18. C. Over 1/2 
19. A . 52 
20. B. 150 million 
APPENDIX V 
MEMORY TEST 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
ANSWERS 
Revised 1/22/94 
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APPENDIX VI 
MEMORY TEST 
SUBJECT'S 
CORRECT SCORES 
SUBJCT SEX STILL/ FIRST DELAY 
MOTN TEST TEST 
5699 F s 5 
3365 F s 16 II 
3959 F s 9 3 
1294 M s 12 5 
59 19 F s 14 12 
4650 F s 12 13 
7678 F s 13 13 
6239 F s II II 
7878 F s 9 II 
0430 F s 6 
6780 F s 10 7 
4259 M s 10 9 
0395 F s 6 8 
0696 M M 13 13 
4867 M M 9 7 
3633 M M 13 9 
5475 F M 12 10 
39 11 F M 13 8 
56 16 F M II 5 
7095 F M II 9 
5203 F M 12 II 
6585 M M 12 II 
6 196 F M 14 10 
4824 F M 10 12 
8893 M M 9 8 
6746 M 7 8 
0829 M 13 
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